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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to analyze the influence agricul-

tural pesticide dealers have on farmers' decisions to purchase and use
agricultural pesticides.
1.

Specific objectives of the study were to:

Ascertain the extent to which dealers influence farmers
in their decision-making to use and purchase pesticides.

2.

Examine the characteristics of the farmer and his farming
operation in relation to the amount of influence the
dealer had on the farmers' pesticide purchasing decisions.

3.

Evaluate the reasons farmers selected their pesticide
dealers.

4.

Determine the factors that influenced farmers to use
pesticides.

PROCEDURE
Data were obtained. by personal interviews using a prepared
schedule of questions developed by the investigator.

One hundred randomly

selected farmers in the East Crop Reporting District of Nebraska, who produced corn, grain sorghum, or soybeans., w:ere interviewed during the summer
of 1971.
The dependent variables in this study were dealer influence, reason for dealer selection and the three Reason-For-Use Scores (Dealer,
Educational, and Own Choice).

The independent variables were age, edu-

cation, years farmed, years farmed' on this farm, distance to agricultural
trading center, distance to major dealer, land ownership, freedom of purchase, number of available dealers, number dealers purchased from, and
advance purchase of pesticide.
SELECTED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
1.

Dealers had a low degree of influence on farmers' selection

and use of pesticides.

Only 5.3 percent of the farmers reported high influ-

ence exerted on them by the dealer to purchase and use a pesticide.
2.

More tenant farmers were influenced by pesticide dealers in

their decision to purchase and select their pesticides than part or full
owner farmer operators.
3.

Full owners were influenced the least.

The price charged by a dealer for a pesticide was not an im-

portant factor in the farmer's selection of his pesticide dealer.
4.

Farmers choose their pesticide dealer because of honest and

fair dealing with the dealer in the past.

~

Q
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I
5.
reasons.

Farmers used pesticides because of their own choice influence
The own choice influence reasons Were much more important in the

farmer's decision to use pesticides than dealer or educational influence
reasons.

Forty percent of the farmers interviewed had a high Own Choice

Reason-For-Use Score while only 11.5 percent had a high Dealer Reason-ForUse Score.

Only 7.4 percent of the .interviewed farmers had a high Educa-

tional Reason-For-Use Score.
5.

Farmers, who rated the dealer influence on their decision as

little or no influence, identified their neighbors as the major influence
on his decision to purchase and select a pesticide.
7.

The single most important reason the interviewed farmers gave

for using a pesticide was because they expected a possible increase .in
yield.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
United States farmers spend billions of dollars annually on
pesticide materials to control p,:,sts affecting their production of crops
and livestock.

In 1966 U.S. farmers spent 506 million dollars on pes-

ticides for treating crops alone.

It is estimated by the United States

Department of Agriculture that total pesticide expenditures by American
farmers amounted to 561 million dollars in 1966.

This expenditure

represented a 15 percent increase over 1964 expenditures.
In 1966, the highest expenditure for pesticide materials for
individual crops was for corn.

This amounted to 135 million dollars.

The USDA reports in Agricultural Economic Report No. 192 the following
increases in expenditures for pesticides from 1964 to 1966 on the
following crops:
Crop

Sorghum
Soybeans
Corn

Percent increase
in expenditure
1964 - 1966

245
148
88

Pesticides have become a part of American agriculture.

1

IHelen T. Blake and others, Farmers' Pesticide Expenditures in
1966. Agricultural Economic Report No. 192. (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1970), pp. 1-10.

2

The most common source of farmer procurement of pesticides is

through local agricultural supply dealers.

The dealer plays an imp or-

tant role not only in the distribution of pesticides but as an important
source of information about the products and their uses.

Dealers, in

performing their distribution functions, may influence the amounts and
types of pesticides that are used 'by farmers in their production operations.

Pesticides in this report are limited to three general types:
(1)

Herbicides (chemicals used to kill or inhibit weeds)

cides (chemicals used to kill or inhibit insects) and (3)

(2)

Insecti-

Fungicides

for disease control (chemicals used to kill or inhibit fungi).
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem

The modern American farm has become increasingly complicated.
One hardly needs statistics to notice this trend if he has any association wi.th Agriculture and farming.

Our growing technology has produced

many new fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, chemicals, prepared feeds,

and machinery for the farmer to increase his production capability and
reduce his chance of failure in producing food and fiber,
In recent years, much has been written about the -changes, innova-

tions, and adoption rates of farmers.

Lutz cited the many studies made

by researchers on the rate of practice adoption, adoption of new ideas,
diffusion of new practices, and similar studies which number over 600.

2

2Ar1en E. Lutz, "Change Agents As Predictors of the Rate of Farm
Practice Adoption" (Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Univerc;ity of
Nebraska, 1966) p, 1.

3
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supply

~esea~ch

On the

deale~ exe~ts

measu~ement

on the

fa~e~,

of the influas the farmer

purchases these production supplies from the dealer.
The purpose of this study was to analyze the influence agricultural supply dealers have on the farmers' decision to purchase and use
a selected agricultural supply--pesticides.
Specific objectives of the study were to:
Asce~tain

1.
thei~

the extent to which

deale~s

influence

fa~mers

in

decision-making to use and purchase pesticides.
Examine

2.
ope~ation
farme~s'

in

thecha~acte~istics

~elation

of the

fa~me~

and his

:Fa~ming

to the amount of influence the dealer had on the

pesticide purchasing decisions.
3.

Evaluate the

4.

Dete~mine

~easons fa~me~s

selected

thei~

pesticide

dealers.
the

facto~s

that influenced

fa~me~s

to use

pesticides.
Impo~tance

Few quantifiable data

a~e

of the Study
available related

of agricultural pesticides on individual

fa~ms,

topatte~ns

of use

purposes for which pes-

ticides are used, factors influencing farmers' use of pesticides, and
fa~mers!

reasons for selecting their pesticide dealers.

should be of value to public agencies who

dete~mirte

Such data

regUlatory policies.

The data would be helpful to those who manufacture and distribute agricultural chemicals.

These data should also be valuable to agriCUltural

educators to secure effective and proper use of pesticides.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
For purposes" of clarification, the following terms and concepts
are defined:
Advance Purchase.
of the material.

The purchase of pesticides before actual use

In this study, it was measured in one month increments.

Agricultural Supply Trading Center.

The town identified by the

farmer where he purchased most of his operational supplies, such as
fertilizers, feed, fuel; pesticides, etc.
Dealer Influence.

Any process "through which a pesticide dealer

or group of dealers determines what a farmer or group of farmers will do
in the s81ection, purchase and use of pesticides.
East Crop Reporting District.

For agricultural crop statistics,

Nebraska is divided into eight districts.

The East Crop Reporting Dis-

trict is located in east central Nebraska and is composed of the following 16 counties:

Butler, Cass, Colfax, Dodge, Douglas, Hamilton, Lan-

caster, Merrick, Nance, Platte, Polk, Sarpy, Saunders, Seward, York and
Washington.
Fungicides.

Any chemical substance used to kill or inhibit

Herbicides.

Any chemical substance used to" kill or inhibit

fungi.

weeds.
Independent Variable List.
pendent variables.

The variables used to estimate de-

The list included age, education, years farmed,

years farmed this farm, acres operated, ownership} number of dealers

patronized, and advance purchase.
Insecticides.
insects.

Any chemical substance used to kill or inhibit

5

Major Dealer.

The dealer from which the farmer purchased over

half of the pesticide included in the study.
Pesticide.

Any chemical substance used for the control of pests

including insects,·weeds, fungi, nematodes, rodents, or any other pest
of man, animal, economic plants, or possessions of man.

Pesticide Dealer.

A business firm involved in the sale and dis-

tribution of agricultural pesticides to farmers.
Postemergence Pesticide.

A pesticide applied after the pest has

emerged.
Preemergence Pesticide.

A pesticide applied before the pest has

emerged.
Reason-For-Use.

farm.

Reasons why farmers used a pesticide on their

The possible reasons for using pesticides were grouped into one

af three decision influences.

The three categories and the possible

reasons under each category were:

Farmer's Choice or Own Influence as Reason-For-Use
Severe insect or weed problem last year
Adverse weather this spring
Expected increase in yield
Observed or discussed results with neighbors
Good success with product last year
Considered good farming business
Educational Influence as Reason-For-Use
County Agent influence
Vocational Agricultural Instructor influence
University bulletins
Informational articles in newspapers, magazines

University or County Agent meetings attended
Informational radio or TV programs

6

Dealer Influence as Reason-Far-Use
Advertisements in magazines, newspapers, radio or TV
Commercial bulletins obtained from dealer
Ag Supply Dealer informational meeting
Dealer called on farmer
Farmer visited the dealer

Reason-Far-Use Score.

The total score for each of the three

decision influences calculated by adding the yes answers to each of the
possible reasons under each category.
answer.

A value of I was given to each

The highest possible score was 6.
Studied Crop.

The crop on which the studied pesticide was used.

Studied Pesticide.

The pesticide that was the subject of the

in-depth study of each farmer intervie>l.
LIMITATIONS
Assumptions
The basic assumption of this research was that purchase of pesticides was made in a normal social system.

It was recognized that the

pesticide dealer might influence the farmer's perception, evaluation,
lise made of educational information received, and his final choice in

his pesticide selection.
It was assumed that many influences were acting on the farmer

during the time he selected his pesticide.

It is recognized that the

farmer may not identify all these influences.

He may not be cognizant

of the deg::ree of each influence acting on his decision"s ..

.....-7

It was assumed that each farmer is unique in his operation.

The

general complexity of farm management decisions makes it improbable that
several different farmers would have the same level of knowledge, attitudes, or performance ability.

Social and personal characteristics of

the farmer, characteristics of the farming operation and other situations
could be factors creating dif:f.eren·~es in the pesticide selection process .
It was assumed that the information disclosed by each farmer
during the personal interview ",ould be reasonabJ.yaccurate.

Limitations
The study was limited to the East Crop Reporting District of
Nebraska.

In 1970, this district had the largest corn acreage, second

in grain sorghum and the largest soybean acreage of the eight crop reporting districts in the state. 3
The duration of the interviewing procedure was app,"oximately
two months.
The validity of the data is limited to the ability of the
farmers to recall influences operating on their decisions and to
recognize the sources most influential in their decisions to use or

purchase a pesticide.

It is believed these difficulties were minimized

by focusing attention only on the pesticide used on the crop of largest
acreage on their individual farms.

3State-Federal Division of Agricultural Statistics. Nebraska
Agricultural Statistics, Nebraska 1970 Preliminary County Estimates.
(Lincoln, Nebr.: Nebraska Department of Agriculture-United States Department of Agriculture, 1971) pp. 13-32.

8

DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The descriptive research design was used for this study.

Hill

and Kerber define this type. of research as "a broad category which includesthose efforts that describe and interpret certain facts concerned
with .si.tuations, cominunities, individuals, groups of individuals, relationships ,. attitudes. . . trends, con-di tions, processes, or phenomena

as they exist at a given time. ,,4
They further divide this type of research into several categories
including content analysis research, which deals with a systematic examination of current information--be it written, spoken, mechanical, or

portrayed in an art form--to provide data that might be classified and
evaluated, and thus provide a description and interpretation of a situation or condition not otherwise desirable. S

4Joseph E. Hill and August Kerber, Models, Methods, and Analytical
Procedures.In Educational Research (Detroit, Wayne State University
Press, 1967), p. 108.
SIbid,; p. 109.

9

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Procedures

The procedure included the development of an instrument and obtaining data by personal interviews from 100 randomly selected corn,
grain sorghum or soybean farmers in the East Crop Reporting District of
The counties incluc.ed in the study were Butler, Cass, Colfax,

Nebraska.

Dodge, Douglas, Hamilton, Lancaster, Merrick, Hance, Platte, Polk, Sarpy,
Saunders, Seward, Washington, and York.

The data obtained were then statislically analyzed.
Development and Administration
of the Interview Schedule
A prepared schedule of questions was developed by the investigator.

Several sources were used in creating the interview schedule.

Studies at Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station on farmer activity in
the purchase of their farm supplies were used in forming some of the
.

questlons.

6

Other sources were also used including several University of
Nebraska staff members.

The interview schedule was pretested on six

farmers not included in the sample.

6 R. L. Kohls, "Farmers' Behavior and Decisions In PurCha3inF,
Farm Supplies," Research Bulletin 7t;.9 (Lafayette: Purdue Univer"ity
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1962) pp. 21-27.

10

Six broad categories of information were obtained in the personal
interview.

eration.

The first concerned characteristics of the farmer and his op-

Data collected included total years farmed on the present

farm !I operated acres owned and rented, and acres of corn, grain sorghum,
and soybeans.
The second category of information pertained to his pesticide
usage on the three crops in 1971.

This included a breakdown by acreage

of pesticide usage on the three crops and product name of pre and post
emergence applications of herbicides and insecticides.

The use of

fungicides was also asked but was not divided into pre ·and post emergence
application.

Inquiry was made as to his intentions to use the three

pesticides in 1972 on the three crops.
The third category of information related to dealer availability
and farmer purchasing habits.

This included information relative to

distance to his designated agricultural supply center, number of dealers
selling pesticides available to him, the number of dealers from which he
purchased the pesticide and their distance.from his farm, and the month
he purchased his pesticide in relation to the month that he used it.
Detailed questions regarding his purchase of pesticides were limited to
the crop (of the aforementioned three) with the largest acreage treated
on his farm.

If two pesticides were used that had equally large acreage,

the most expensive

pesti~iq.e

on a per acre basis, was selected to limit

the interview to one pesticide.

The pesticide selected by this method

for the in-depth study will be referred to hereafter as the studied p"sticide.

If the farmer did not use a pesticide in 1971, the intel'v';ew

was terminated after the question was answered on pesticide usage l.n-

tent ions in 1972.

11

The fourth type of information involved the farmer's reasons
for using a pesticide.

Eighteen questions answered by a yes or no

answer were asked pertaining to the reasons the farmer used the studied
pesticide in 1971.

These questions were grouped into three general

categories:

Producer Choice Reasons
Dealer Influence Reasons
Educational Influence Reasons
The fifth category of information was dealer selection factors.
Each farmer was asked to indicate the factors which influenced him in
selecting his pesticide dealer in 1971.

Sixteen reasons such as price,

proximity, and dealer interest were presented.

The respondent was asked

to rank on a three-point scale (very important, slightly important, or
not a factor,) the importance of each of the factors in his dealer
selection'.

The sixth area of information was concerned with the dealer influence on original decision.

The respondent was asked to rank ona

5-point scale. the influence he felt the dealer exerted on him in his
original decision to select and purchase the studied pesticide.

If the

farmer indicated the dealer exerted little or no influence on him, he
was asked to identify the person or factor that .did have the greatest
influence On his decision to buy or· select the pesticide being discussed.
A question was also included if the dealer had changed the farmer's decision from his original choice of pesticide.
A copy of the interview schedule is in Appendix A.

12

Selection of the Sample
The East Crop Reporting District, as defined by the Nebraska
State-Federal Division of Agricultural Statistics, was used as the
target area from which the sample of farmers was drawn for the study.
The criteria used for selecting

th~s

both dryland and irrigated farming;

area were:
(2)

(1)

the area cdntained

a large acreage of corn, grain

sorghum, and soybeans was grown in the District;

(3)

a willingness by

County Extension personnel to provide residential location of farmers
drawn;
(5)

(4)

proximity of the District to the University of Nebraska;

a similarity of the District agriculturally compared to the eastern

one-third of Nebraska.
A stratified, random sample of farmers was drawn from the District from lists available to the University of Nebraska.
as a respondent, the farmer had to meet three criteria;
have been actively farming in 1971,

(2)

To qualify
(I)

he must

he had to be growing at least

one of the three crops; corn, grain sorghum, or soybeans,

(3)

he had to

reside within the District.
Using these sampling and screening procedures, 119 farmers were
drawn for the sample to be interviewed.

The sample was drawn from the

latest available lists (1969 farmers).
A total of 100 farmers completed the interview.
were accounted for by:

The remainder

six were not available at the time of the sched-

uled interview because of vacations, business commitments, etc., four

13
were deceased, four were retired, two did not live in the study area,
two were unknown to anyone, and ODe refused to be interviewed.

The

personal interviews were- conducted by the investigator from the middle

of July to late September, 1971.
The selected farmers were notified of their selection by letter.
A proposed time and date for the interview was included in the letter.
A return card was enclosed asking the farmer to return and indicate the
acceptability of the date and time for the proposed interview.

A re-

minder card was mailed to the farmer two days before the scheduled interview.

Copies of this correspondence are in Appendix B.
Analysis of Data
The following is a summary of the procedure used to analyze the

data collected in this study.
1.
vestigator.
2.

A coding and keypunching scheme was developed by the inAll data were transferred to data processing cards.
The Statistical Package for the. Social Sciences (SPSS) was

used in the analysis of the data.

SPSS is an integrated system of com-

puter programs for analyzing social science data.

SPSS provides the in-

vestigator a unified and comprehensive package enabling him to perform
many different types of data analysis with options of data transforukl.
. 1 atlon.
.
8
tlon
an d maDlpu

8Norman Nie, Dale H. Bent, C. Hadlai Hull, Statistical Package
For The Social Sciences (New York: ~lcGraw Hill Company, 1970), p. 1

14
3.

The statistical methods utilized in this study were fre-

quencies, percentages, and the chi square test.
cance selected was the five percent level.

Tables were collapsed so that

an observed value of at least five was shown.
a limited number of cases.

The degree of signifi-

This was not possible in

In those situations, if the chi square value

was close to significance, a correction formula was utilized where pos-

sible.
Most of the chi square values reported were calculated by the
computer through the use of the SPSS computer program . . Nie, Bent, and
Hull describe chi square as used in SPSS as follows:
The Chi-square statistic given in the tables of the
CROSSTABS and FASTABS subprograms is based upon
Pearson's Chi-square test of association. It tests
the independence (or lack of statistical association) between two variill)les. It does not measure
the degree of association; it only indicates the
likelihood of having a distribution as different
from statistical independence by chance alone as
the observed distribution. Its formula is

x2

= l:
i

(f~

f~)2

fi
e
with (r - 1) (c - 1) degrees of freedom, where f~
equals the observed frequency in each cell, f§ equals
the expected frequency, c equals the number of columns
in the table, and r equals the nVmber of rows in the
table. The expected frequence f~ is calculated as

f~

15
where ci is the frequency in a respective column
marginal, ri is the frequency in a respective row
marginal, and N stands for total number of valid
cases.

The probabillty figure given in the table indicates
on what level the difference between the observed
distribution and the expected distribution can be
thought as significant. It shows the probability
of having as much difference between the sample
distribution and the expected distribution if in
fact the population distrib·ution were independent.
For example, if the probability associated with
given value of X2 is .05, one can reject the null
hypothesis that the two variables are independent
at the significance level of .05 or greater.
Chi-square gives the most accurate result when
applied to tables with a large value of N, as
chi-square distribution tables are based on
large sampling. Therefore, when the expected
frequencies in some cells of the table run as
low as 5, it is a good idea to make some correction for continuity, as the possibilities
of different values for chi-square are rather
limited when the cell frequencies are small
integers. The correction, which will tend to
make the value for chi-square somewhat smaller,
consists of bringing all observed frequencies
by either adding or subtracting 0.5 in each cell
before computing chi-square. Another way of
getting around the problem of small frequencies
is combining two or more categories. If most
cell values are fairly large and only a few are
as small as 5, it is not really necessary to
make any adaustment at all before computing
chi-square.

9Norman Nie, Dale H. Bent, C. Hadlai Hull, Statistical Package
For The Social Sciences (New York: McGraw Hill Company, 1970), p. 275
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4.

The variables designed as dependent variables in this study

were dealer influence:) reason for dealer- s_election, and the Reason-For-

Use Score, which was subdivided into a Dealer Reason-Far-Use Score.,

Edu~

cational Reason-Far-Use Score, and Own Choice Reason-Far-Use Score.

The

independent variables were age, education, years farmed, years farmed on
this farm, distance to trading center, distance to major dealer, land
ownership, freedom of purchase, number of available dealers, number
dealers purchased from, and advance purchase of pesticide.
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SUMMARY
Chapter I contained an introduction to the study, statement
of the problem, importance of the study, and definition of terms.

The

assumptions and limitations as well as detailed procedures and techniques
of the investigation were presented in this chapter.
Major objectives of this study were to:

(1)

ascertain the

ex~

tent to which dealers influence farmers in their decision-making to use
and purchase pesticides;

(2)

examine the characteristics of the farmer

and his farming operation in relation to the amount of influence the
dealer had on the farmers' pesticide purchasing decisions;
the reasons farmers selected their pesticide dealers; and

(3)
(4)

evaluate
determine

the factors that influenced farmers to use pesticides:
One group of subjects were involved in this study.

The data were

obtained by personal interview of 100 corn, grain sorghum, or soybean
farmers living in the East Crop Reporting District of Nebraska.
The interview schedule was developed by the researcher.

Six

broad categories of information were obtained in the personal interview.
This information included:

(1)

demographic characteristics of the

farmer and his farming operation;

(2)

the farmer's pesticide usage on

corn, grain sorghum and/or soybeans in 1971;
and the farmer's

pu~chasing

pesticide;

dealer selection factors; and

(5)

habits;

(4)

(3)

dealer availability

farmer's reasons for using a
(6)

dealer influence on

the farmer's original decision to select and purchase a pesticide.
Chi square was used to statistically analyze the data collected.

•
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Chapter II contained a review of the literature related to the
objectives of this study.
taining to
fluence;

(1)
(3)

deaJers, and;

It included a review of the literature per-

the decision-making-process;

(2)

the results of in-

farmer behavior in purchasing;

(4)

reasons for selecting

(5)

studies on characteristics of farmers purchasing

pesticides.
DECISION MAKING
Many authors disagr"e on the meaning of the word "decisionmaking."

To some, problem solving more nearly identifies the situation

that is taking place, while others feel that problem solving is a more
general term.

The concept of the decision has been defined by others as

the choice between alternative courses of action after preliminary steps
in the problem solution have been reached.
Malone wrote that decision-making is the process by which one
choice is selected from among those available.

Decision-making is some-

thing done with minds, not hands. l

lCarl C. Malone and Lucile Holaday Malone, Decision Making and
Management For Farm and Home (Ames: The Iowa State College Press, 1958),
p. 15.
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Brim, et al., outlined six phases customarily linked into a sequence of the decision process;
(2)

(1)

obtaining necessary information;

utions;

(4)

identification of the problem:
(3)

evaluation of such solutions;

for performance; and

(6)

production of possible sol(5)

selection of a strategy

actual performance of an action or actions,

and subsequent learning and revisi~n.2
Brim, et al., points out that this sequence is reported in
ous research findings.

vari~

He reports that a review of some three dozen

studies of the adoption of new farming practices reveals:
In the situations described by these studies, a farming practice such as the planting of a new crop or the use
of a new insecticide or fertilizer in place of .the old is
recommended to farmers as a course of action different
from their current practices. These studies are analyzed
to show the phases which occur in the decision to accept
or reject the new practice. The data indicated that the
informants in the various studies do distinguish one phase
from another, and can designate the points in time when
they went through each phase . . • . 3
Kohls, Stucky and Gifford in their study of the farmers' selection of farm machinery dealers divides the decision-making period into
two parts; the period of contemplation and the period of active discussion and shopping.

They consider the dividing point betw,sen the two

periods when an individual ceases merely to think about buying and begins
to discuss the purchase with someone. 4

20rville G. Brim Jr. and others, Personality and Decision Processes (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962)., p. 9.
3Ibid., p. 10.
4R. L. Kohls, R. L. Stucky, and J; 1. Gifford, "Farmers'
Selection of Farm Machinery Dealers," The Journal of Marketing, XXI
(April, 1957), 446.
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Dean, Aurbach, and Marsh, consider variables of farming important
in decision making.

They wrote:

It is possible to conceptualize these variables or
processes as impinging upon a variety of decision-making
processes involved in farm management. Indeed such a conception is often implicit in the diffusion literature. I t
is possible, furthermore, to view these variables as
affecting in some manner, the rationality of decision
making as an intervening variable . . . . 5
In a study reported by Beal and Bohlen, the fertilizer dealer
played an important role in the farmer's decision-making process regarding fertilizer use.

For instance, 96 percent of the farmers expected the

dealer to be a reliable source of information about fertilizer. 6
Decision-making in agriculture is not limited just to the
farmer.

Wilkening and Bharadwaj pointed out the wife involvement:

The wife who is involved in major decisions affecting
the farm is frequently involved in the operational types
of decisions . . . . However, decision-making across farm
and home areas tends to be independent in that those involved in major farm decisions are not necessarily involved
in household decisions. 7

5Alfred Dean, Herbert A. Aurbach, and C. Paul Marsh, "Some
Factors Related to Rationality in Decision Making Among Farm Operators,"
Rural Sociology, XXIII, (June, 1958), 126.
6George M. Beal and Joe M. Bohlen, "The Dealer's Role In Fertilizer Sales" (Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of National Plant
Food Institute, June, 1960, White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia).
7Eugene A. Wilkening and Lakshmi K. Bharadwaj, "Dimensions of
Aspirations, Work Roles, and Decision Making of Farm Husbands and Wives
In Wisconsin," Journal of Marriage and the Family, Vol, 29 (November,
1967), 710.
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In their decision-making studies of farm husbands and wives,
Wilkening and Bhardwaj continue:
. . • The instrumental-task and decision-making structure
of the contemporary farm family is multidimensional in
that one spouse is more involved in some areas and the

other is more involved in other areas. There is a specialization in decision-making as well as in the performance
of tasks, with joint involvement ~n certain areas. 8
In another Wilkening decision-making study involving 139 Rock
County, Wisconsin dairy farmers, the authors explain that the farmer as

ei businessman makes decisions constantly.
~ine

Some decisions are of a rou-

nature while some are major changes in commitment of money and other

resources.

The researchers relate, "All these decisions involve various

types of considerations depending upon the nature of the decision."g
Wilkening and Johnson also explain about profit and decisionmaking by farmers:
These results support the need for considering noneconomic as well

as

economic factors in decision-making'

by farmers. While "profit" was the main consideration
for most decisions, for some "profit" ranked second to
convenience. For others it was secondary to norms of
quality, prestige, and relationships with other persons.
The concept of "economic man" insufficiently explains
many actions by the farmer, particularly decisions involving changing behavior patterns, labor-saving devices
and relationships with other farmers, dealers, and other
persons. 10

8Ibid ., p. 711.
9Eugene A. Wilkening and Donald E. Johnson, "Goals In Farm
Decision-Making As Related to Practice Adoption," Research Bulletin 225
(Madison: Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 1961) pp . .6-7.
lOIbid.
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INFLUENCE
Katz and Lazarsfeld studied decision-making in marketing,
fashion, movie-going, and public affairs.
the effects of influence.

Included in this study was·

They reported that women influenced other

women in marketing, fashion, and

ent~rtainment

trends.

In public

affairs, men and especially husbands, influenced other men. ll
In the fashion change study by Katz and Lazarsfeld, the influence
of the salesperson was a more important factor than in the foods and
household goods marketing studies or the motion picture selection
studies.

The reasons advanced by the researchers for the salespersons'

influence is that there is more exposure to the consumer.

The beauty

operator is a professional disseminator of opinions on personal grooming.
The salesperson at the perfume counter or in the dress shop plays a
greater role in the purchases she induces than the clerk in the grocery
store. 12
Influence is sometimes difficult to detect.
that, "the effect of information per

~

Bauder suggests

and the personal influence of

the communicant, are often indistinguishable."

Bauder reports that a

majority of the farmers in his study named another person, usually another farmer, as a source of information that influenced them to make
their first trial of a fertilizer practice. 13

York:

llElihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence (New
The Free Press, 196~), pp. 175-186.
12Ibid.

13Ward Bauder, "Influences On Acceptance of Fertilizer Practices." Bulletin 679 (Urbana: Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1961) p. 22.
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Agricultural supply dealers are influence sourCes.

Bauder wrote

that 33 out of 571 farmers reporting named the dealer as an influence
source. 14
One of the great agricultural improvements of the twentieth
century was the introduction of hybrid seed corn.

Ryan and Gross ex-

tensively studied the diffusion, adoption-and influences during the
acceptance period by Iowa farmers.

In their studies, farmers cited

neighbors mere frequently as influencing them to take up the practice
of using the hybrid seed.
(32 percent).

Salesmen were accorded considerable influence

When considering the year of adoption relative to in-

fluences, Ryan and Gross wrote:
In analyzing the time pattern in the comparative influences of neighbors and salesmen, it is more reasonable
to use a time scale by year of adoption of the trait,
rather than by year of first information. Two-thirds of
the early adopters credited salesmen with influencing
them most • . . • 15
Another Iowa study reported that:
. . The fertilizer dealer appears to have a greater potential for influencing the farmer to use fertilizer at
more nearly optimum levels than any single fertilizer-related information source. Whether or not the dealer does
influence the farmer seems to depend largely on three factors: (1) the extent to which the farmer perceives the
dealer as a reliable source of information about fertilizer and fertilizer use: (2) the extent to which the
dealer attempts to fulfill this role of a reliable information source; and (3) the dealer's ability . . . • 16

14 Ib id., p. 23.
15Bryce Ryan and Neal C. Gross, "The Diffusion of Hybrid Seed
Corn in Two Iowa Communities," Rural SociOlogy, VIII, (1943), 20-21
16George Beal, Joe M. Bohlen, and Larry Campbell, "Informational
Sources Used By Fert ilizer Dealers," Commercial Fertilizer and Plant
Feed Industry, (December, 1956), 56.
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Lionberger points out that when a farmer adopts a new product or
practice it is usually the result of a series of influences occurring
over a period of time.

He relates the procedure as follows:

After learning about the innovation he ordinarily must
obtain additional detailed information about it. The accumulated information in turn must be evaluated and related to
his own situation before he cal! arrive at the decision to
try the new practice or product even on a limited basis. This
occurs at the evaluation stage in what has been referred to as
the individual adoption process. 17
In Lionberger's farm practice adoption and farm supply purchase
studies, he uses the term locus.

Locus refers to the information sourCe

or means which farm operators indicated were most influential in the
decision sequences of the study.

Friends and neighbors headed the list

of total mentions of sources most influential in final decision to adopt
new farm practices.

More than 40 percent of the major influences were

attributed to this source, while dealers rated second. lS
In Ozark County, Missouri 21 percent of the mentioned sources
most influential on farmers' decisions to purchase farm supplies were
local dealers while 30 percent in Prairie County, Missouri mentioned the
dealers in the Lionberger studies. 19

The supply purchase decisions

17Herbert F. Lionberger, "Legitimation of the Decisions to Adopt
Farm Practices and Purchase Farm Supplies in Two Missouri Farm Communities: Ozark and Prairie," Research Bulletin 826 (Columbia: Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1963) p. 3.
18 Ibid ., p. 7
19 Ib id., p. S
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were obtained from an inventory of recent changes in supply purchases
which the farmers were able to recall.

These included purchases involv-

ing changes in brands or kinds of mixed feeds; fertilizers; new seed
varieties; tires; automobile, crop, and fire insurance; other-farm sup-

plies; and household equipment.

The farm operators were questioned

about each of these changes to determine the sources of information they
used and the ,influences operating on their decisions. 20
There is a difference in the function being studied.

As stated

earlier, many studies have been made on adoption and acceptance of farm
practices.

As Lionberger relates:

Sources for information about new products appearing
on the market are not so well known and certainly not
so well institutionalized as information sources about
new farm practices; nor are the available sources likely
to be viewed with as much confidence as many farmers place
on the extension education system associated with the landgrant colleges of the nation. Under such circumstances,
individuals must rely more on their own resources in se_
lecting information sources and in deciding how much reliance to place in them. 2l
Among the various conclusions of Lionberger's research, it is
stated that the recognized influence of the agricultural agencies, which'
figured prominently in farm practice decision legitimation, was virtually
ab'sent in farm supply purchase decisions. 22

20 Ib id. , p. 23.
2l Ib id. , p. 35.
22 Ib id. , p. 36.
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In a study about product adoption by the medical profession, an
attempt was made to study the influences acting on a physician to persuade him to adopt a new product.

It was found that:

. . . ethical pharmaceutical products are normally adopted
in response to the combined stimulus of several forms of
advertising or comtnunication . . . . in only one out of five
cases was a single source of information sufficient to insure the adoption of a drug. 23 A second finding of the pharmaceutical influence study was that
the relative influence of each advertising medium stimulating the continued use of a pharmaceutical product is entirely different from its relative influence in introducing the same products. 24

Pharmaceutical prod-

uets do not use dealers 'but use "detail men. It

The Detail Man is a salesman, who seldom or never takes an order.
His primary functions are to describe products and to maintain good publie relations so that the physician will look favorably to the company
and its products when it comes to the writing of prescriptions.

The

Detail Hen accounted for over 30 percent of the first mentions in the
product-use-histories of the pharmaceutical products study of the medical
profession. 25

23Theodore Caplow and John J. Raymond, "Factors Influencing The
Selection of Pharmaceutical Products," The Journal of Harketing, XIX,
(July, 1954) 20.
24 Ibid . p. 2l.
25 Ibid . p. 20.
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FARMER BEHAVIOR IN PURCHASING
Kohls offered eight generalizations as possible truths about
the farmer as a buyer of production supplies and goods:
I.

Farmers have a S1:rong "propensity to nearness'" in

buying habits.
II. The majority of farmers 'actively compare very few
alternative potential sources of supply in selecting a
place of purchase . . . .
III. A sizeable group of farmers hold the opinion there
is little difference among various alternative supply
sources.

IV. A small group of farmers do actively compare and
shop around before buying, and this group generally was
more informed concerning the nature of the potential
market and believed there were greater differences
among alternatives than did the "non-shopping"
group.
V. The most effective channels of information to
the farmer about particular products vary from product
to product . . .
VI. The farm market is made up of a heterogenous
group of consumers who base their decision of where to
purchase on broad and varied considerations. The
rationale for seller "Selection differs from product to
product as farmers seek to satisfy their desires. .
VII. Farmers do not necessarily associate the buying
of all supplies with a particular place, but instead
the purchasing decisions for different supplies and
services are considered somewhat separately.
VIII. Changes will occur in the farmer as a buyer which
may bring about a change in factors which farmers consider important in selecting their sources of supply.26

26R. L. Kphls, "Farmers' Behavior and Decisions In, Purchasing

Farm Supplies," Research Bulletin 749 (Layfayette:
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1962) pp. 2-3.

Purdue University
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Several studies of farmer activity in their purchasing of specific farm supplies have been undertaken at the Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station.

The following is a brief summary of these studies as

reported by Kohls.
Farmer Buying of Feed
The conclusion of this study was that the farmer does not approach feed buying with full knowledge and a.well planned decision-making
process.

He generally selected the dealer, then rationalized a pattern

of long-continuing patronage.
The farmer recognized that several points are ihvolved in buying
feed including dealer location, brand, prices, credit, services, a-nd

personality and skills of managers, salesmen and laborers.

In making

this purchase his goal is a combination of several factors and just not
the cheapest price alone.
There was a marked difference between the large feed purchaser
and the smaller buyer.

He put greater stress on the various factors of

making the purchase. 27
Farmer Buying of Machinery
This study points out that even though the purchase of machinery
is not done very often, farmers did not examine thoy;oughly the alternatives available to them.

There were substantial patterns of habit and

loyalty between the farmer and a given brand or dealer.

27Ibid., pp. 10-11
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There was no dominant reason for selecting various brands.

Some

of the influences on a farmer in making his machinery purchases were
brand selection, price considerations, and dealer-oriented reasons.

Efforts to correlate machinery shopping and the decision-making
frameworks to various individual characteristics such

as

education, age,

experience, size of business, leadersh~p; etc. were not successful.

The

farmers who shopped around more tended to have more knowledge about the
machinery market. 28
Farmer Buying of Fertilizer
The farmers did not do as much shopping for fertilizer supplies.
Farmers'knowledge had some influences on prices they paid in this study.
No single factor was apparent for the selection of a dealer. 29

28 Ib id., pp. 17-18.

29 I b·ld., pp. 19.
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Purchasing Behavior of Cooperative .Members
Purdue University also analyzed the buying habits of farm supply
cooperative member9.

Some general conclusions were:

1. Cooperative members do not behave much differently from
the other farmers in buying farm supplies.

2.

Shopping behavior may vary with the product.

3. Members' patronage loyalty to their cooperative could not
be explained by characteristics of the ·farmer or his farm operation.
4. Patronage loyalty was associated with aspects of cooperative behavior. •
5. Belief in cooperatives as an institution was the most pronounced factor in explaining cooperative loyalty . .

6.

Medium loyal members were highly price conscious.

30

30W. D. Downey, R. L. Kohls, and R. B. Wilson, "Purchasing Behavior of Cooperative Members," Research Bulletin 797 (Lafayette:
Purdue University Agricultural Experiment Station; 1965) pp.1-2.
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REASONS FOR SELECTING DEALERS
Joseph Brown in a study involving 250 farmers in Georgia

de~

termined 10 factors that the farmers rated as important in pesticide
dealer selection.

These factors in order of highest to lowest rating

were:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Courtesy and friendliness of manager.
Courtesy and friendliness of other personneL
Credit and terms.
Speed and service.
Has or can get any pesticide.
Convenience of location from farm.
Keep pesticides fully stocked.
Information on use of pesticides.
Price on pesticides.
Convenience of location of other shopping. 31

Other farmer purchasing behavior and attitudes found in the
Georgia studies were:
(1) Dealers are the leading source of pesticide information
among farmers, followed by published materials, neighbors and county
agents.
(2) Two separate groups of farmers existed according to information sources used. One group tended to depend on their dealers
and neighbors, while another group tended to depend on published
material, their county agent, and University personnel . .
(3) Buying recommendations of non-partial specialists
received the highest evaluation as a method of buying pesticides.
Buying advertised products or by price savings received the
lowest evaluations. 32

31Joseph D. Brown, "Adoption and Purchasing of Agricultural
Pesticides," Research Bulletin 39, (Athens: Georgia Agricultural
Experiment Station, 1968) p. 31.
32Ibid.

pp. 37-38.
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PURCHASING PESTICIDES
A Tennessee study on the use of pesticides by vegetable growers
relates that 42 percent of the growers were non-deliberate in making
decisions on pesticide purchases.
on choice processes in which
evaluated.

Deliberate decisions were those based

altern~tives

were consciously identified and

Over half of the growers in the Tennessee study, 51 percent,

were considered as moderately deliberate in buying.

This latter group

made only limited use of technical knowledge and of price and quality
information.

The first group of 42 percent made no attempt to secure

information about quality or price of a particular pesticide. 33
In an Iowa farmer pesticide purchasing study, it was concluded
that "farmers buy pe$ticides where it is convenient and/or where they
market or purchase other farm products and supplies."

Further conclu-

sions were that farmers did not travel great distances to purchase pesticides and they bought from dealers with whom they have dealt for a long
time.

This study of farmers and dealers also related that the majority

of dealers did not actively seek increased pesticides sales on the
farm. 34

33M. B. Badenhop and Thomas K. Hunter, "Utilization of Pesticides
By Tennessee Vegetable Growers" Bulletin 499, (Knoxville: Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, 1968) pp. 4, 22.
34George M. Beal, Joe M. Bohlen, and Daryl J. Hobbs, "Farmer
Purchasing Patterns for Pesticides," Farm Chemicals, (October, 1960), 36.
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Brown reported that farmers did not make special trips to town
to purchase convenience goods which included insecticides and chemicals.
It was found that farmers bought these items when in town for other reasons. 35
Rocke concluded that for the majority, the commodity purchased
had more influence on purchasing behavior than characteristics of the
farmer or his farm. 36
SUMMARY OF THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature reviewed revealed that farmers make decisions
constantly.

Some studies outlined six phases in the decision-making

process while other researchers identified only two.

In Iowa studies,

the fertilizer dealer was identified by the farmer as an important
source of information in his decision-making process.
In literature on influence, evidence indicated the type of
product being sold created a difference in the factor of influence.
Several agricultural studies cited sources of iqfluence ranging from
neighbors to dealers.

One researcher pointed out that acceptance of a

new agricultural product or practice was usually due to a series of
influences occurring over a period of time.

35Floyd W. Brown, "Pattern of Buying Farm Equipment and Supplies,"
The Journal of Marketing, XV (July, 1950), 73.
36Donald C. Rocke, "Farmer Behavior and Decision Making In Purchasing Supplies," Dissertation Abstracts, 28: 27A, July, 1967.
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Purdue University has conducted several studies of farmer activity
in purchasing farm supplies.

In the purchase of feeds, farmers did not

have full knowledge and a well planned decision-making process.

Farmers

recognized several factors, not merely the cheapest price.
Regarding the purchase of machinery, the Purdue studies showed
that farmers did not examine the alternatives available to.them.

They

tended to make their machinery purchases based on habit and dealer or
brand loyalty.
There was no one single apparent factor in farmers' selection of
their fertilizer, in the Purdue studies.

Farmers' knowledge did in-

fluence prices paid for fertilizer.
The Purdue studies also analyzed the buying habits of cooperative
members.

The purchasing behavior of cooperative members was not much

different from other farmers.

Shopping behavior varied with the product.

However, cooperative members, who believed in cooperatives, kept their

loyalty to them.
Georgia studies indicated that farmers selected their pesticide
dealer because of the courtesy and friendliness of the manager.

The

least important reason was the convenience of the dealer in relation to
other shopping.
A Tennessee study related that over half of the vegetable growers
in that state were moderately deliberate in their selection of pesticides.
This group made only limited use of technical knowledge, price and
quality information.

35

An Iowa study on pesticide purchasing concluded that farmers
bought insecticides where it was convenient or where they bought other
farm supplies.

The study also showed that dealers did not actively seek

increased pesticides sales on the farm.

CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this

ch~pter

to report the data collected

from the respondents through the use of the personal interview schedule.
The significance of selected data was tested by the use of the chi square
test.

The .05 level of significance was used in this study.
It is also the purpose of this chapter to present the analysis

of the data appropriate to accept or reject the following null hypotheses.

Null hypothesis 1:

There is no significant difference between

Dealer Reason-For-Use Influence, Educational Reason-For-Use Influence,
and Farmer's Own Choice Reason-For-Use Influence and the farmer's decision to use

pesticid~s.

Null hypothesis 2:

There is no significant difference between

the Reason-For-Use Scores and the independent variable list.
Null hypothesis 3:

There is no significant difference between

the importance of price paid for a pesticide and the farmer's selection
of a pesticide dealer.
Null hypothesis 4:

There is no significant difference between

the level of dealer influence on farmers and the farmer's decision to
purchase pesticides.
Null hypothesis 5:

There is no significant difference between

the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides and
the farmer's age.
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Null hypothesis 6:

There is no significant difference between

the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides and the
size of the farming operation.
Null hypothesis 7:

There is no significant difference between

the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides and the
educational level of the

farmer~

Null hypothesis 8:

There is no significant difference between

the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides and the
tenure of the farm operator.
The analysis of the data is presented in four major divisions.
The first major division is the demographic characteristics of the respondents, their farming operations, their pesticide usage, and their
pesticide purchasing t;r>aits.

The second division will report the findings

about the reasons the respondents used pesticides.

The third .section will

relate to the reasons why the respondents selected their pesticide
dealers.

The last division analyzes the extent to which dealers influ-

ence farmers in their decision to purchase pesticides.

GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION
The Farmer.

A total af 100 fa·rmers residing in 16 counties in

east central Nebraska were interviewed far this study.

Figure 1 shows

the number of farmers interviewed in each afthe 16 counties and the
geographic location of the study,
Table I presents a summary of various characteristics of the
farmers included in this study and their farming operation.
age of the farmer was 49.3 years.
attained was 10.6 years.

The average

The average level of· education
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Years Farming and Size of Farms.
study had been farming for 25.7 years.

The average farmer in this
He had farmed on the same farm or

on a farm within 2 miles of his present farm an average of 21.8 years.
Thirty-three percent of the respondents owned all of the land they operated while 8 percent were part owners who owned more than three-fourths
of the land they farmed.

Combining the two classifications of part owners

gave the largest group or 41 percent.

The tenant classification con-

tained the smallest group (26%) (Table I).
The size of farm operated by the average farmer in the sample was
400.7 acres.

Part owners had the largest farms (534.4 acres), tenants

were below the average for all operators (374.0 acres) and full owners
operated the smallest sized farms (255.5 acres).
Eight percent of the sample owned land which they did not operate.
The average size of this owned but not operated land was 164.2 acres.
Acres of Crops.

This study was limited to the use of pesticides

on the three crops - corn, grain sorghum, and soybeans.
cent of the respondents produced corn.

Eighty-one per-

Their average corn acreage was

125.3 acres.
Sixty-four percent of the respondents produced grain sorghum.
The average acreage of sorghum was 103.8 acres.
The smallest group, 43 percent, grew soybeans.

They had an

average of 37.2 acres of soybeans per operator (Table I).

c
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Table I
DATA ON 100 FARMERS,
EAST CROP REPORTING DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA, 1971

Range
Low
High

Characteristic

Unit

N

~Iean

Age

Years

(100)

49.3

24

76

Education

Years

(loa)

10.6

6

16

Years Farming Experience

Years

(loa)

25.7

2

61

Years Farmed This Farm

Years

(100)

21.8

2

61

Acres

( 33)

255.5

77

1185

(a) Owns 75-99%

Acres

(

8)

378.1

160

640

(b) Owns <75%

Acres

( 33)

. 572.3

160

3840

Combination of (a) I> (b)

Acres

( 41)

534.4

160

3840

Tenants

Acres

( 26)

374.0

80

1100

Land Owned But Not Operated

Acres

(

8)

164.2

34

400

Size of Operated Farm

Acres

(100)

400.7

77

3840

Corn

Acres

( 81)

125.3

2

570

Grain Sorghum

Acres

( 64)

103.8

3

530

Soybeans

Acres

( 43)

37.2

5

170

Major Ag Supply Center

Miles

(100)

5.9

.5

18

Pesticide Dealer

Miles

( 95)

6.2

.5

25

Tenure of Land Operated
Full Owner
Part Owner

Crop Acres, 1971

Distance to:
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Pesticide Usage.

Ninety-five percent of the 100 farmers used a

pesticide on at least one of the studied crops in 1971. 1
Of the 81 corn producers, the largest group, or 67.9 percent,
used a preemergence insecticide.

Over half, 51.9 percent, used a preemer-

gence or postemergence application of herbicide (Table II).
The largest usage of pesticldes in sorghum production was preemergence herbicide.

Of the 64 grain sorghum producers, 59,4 percent

used a pre emergence herbicide while 34.7 percent used a post emergence
insecticide, primarily for aphid control (Table II).
Only one pesticide practice was used by the 43 soybean producers.
Twenty-two farmers or 51. 2 percent of the soybean growers used a preemergence herbicide (Table II).
Pesticide Studied.

As indicated in Chapter I, the pesticide

selected as the subject for each interview was limited to the largest
acreage of one of the three crops, which had had a pesticide applied to
the crop by the farmer or a commercial applicator employed by the farmer.
Seed treatment with a pesticide by the seed company was not included.

It

was not the intention of this study to focus on a specific pesticide but
to review the general usage and purchase of herbicides, insecticides, and
fungicides by farmers.
Table II relates the number and percentage of the pesticides used
as the subject of the 95 interviews within the limits established for
this study.

The largest group of interviews, 33.7 percent, focused on

the purchase and use of a pre emergence insecticide on corn.

IDoes not include pesticides used as a seed treatment.
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Table II
A COMPARISON OF PESTICIDE USE
AND PESTICIDE STUDIED, 1971

Crop - Pesticide
Corn
Pre emergence Herbicide

Farmers Using This
Pesticide Selected
Farmers Using Pesticide l ____~F~o~r~S~t~u~d~yL______
Percent
Percent
of that Crop . Number
of Total
Number

42

51.9

19

20.0

Postemergence Herbicide

42

51.9

11

11.6

Pre emergence Insecticide

55

67.9

32

33.7

Postemergence Insecticide

15

18.5

3

3.2

0

0.0

o

0.0

4
(N=8l)

4.9

.0

0.0

38

59.4

18

18.9

Post emergence Herbicide

27

42.2

10

10.5

Pre emergence Insecticide

6

9.4

o

0.0

Postemergence Insecticide

22

34.7

2

2.1

0

0.0

o

0.0

7
(N=64)

10.9

o

0.0

22

51.2

o

0.0

Postemergence Herbicide

0

0.0

o

0.0

Pre emergence Insecticide

0

0.0

o

0.0

Post emergence Insecticide

0

0.0

o

0.0

0
(N=43)

0.0

o

0.0

Fungicide
No Pesticide

Grain Sorghum
Preemergence Herbicide

Fungicide
No Pesticide

Soybeans
Preemergence Herbicide

Fungicide

IDoes not include pesticide seed treatment

(N=95 )
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freedom In Purchasing.

As landowners participate in more of the

production expenses, a question was asked of the respondents, "Do you
have freedom in purchasing supplies, such as pesticides or must you consult with someone before makir.g the purchases?"

This question was asked

after it was determined if the interview should be continued based on
the respondent's use of pesticides in 1971.

Therefore, it excluded the

5 non-users of pesticides.
Ninety-four (98.9%) of the respondents had complete freedom in
choosing and buying their pesticides, while only one (1.1%) had to consult with a farm manager.

No other person was mentioned as necessary to

consult before making supply purchases.
Number of Available Dealers.

The pesticide users were asked to

identify the number of dealers, who sold insecticides in the town or immediate area they identified as their agriCUltural supply trading center.
Table III presents a breakdown of the number of pesticide dealers each
respondent identified.

A similar percentage of farmers reported two

(18.9%), three (15.8%), and four (15.8%) dealers.

The largest group,

28.4 percent, reported only one dealer selling pesticides in their agricultural supply trading center.
Advance Purchase of Pesticides.

Table IV presents a breakdown of

the advance purchase of pesticides before use.

Over half, 52.6 percent,

purchased their pesticides the same month they used the matcrja1.

~lr'urly

one-fourth, 23.2 percent, purchased their pesticides the month before

they were to be used (Table IV).
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Table III

NUMBER OF DEALERS SELLING PESTICIDES AT OR NEAR
AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY CENTER ACCORDING TO FARMER

Respondents
Number of Dealers

Number

Percellt

1

27

28.4

2

18

18.9

3

15

15.8

4

15

15.8

5

7

7.4

6

8

8.4

7 or more

5

5.3

(N=95)
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Table IV
MONTHS PESTICIDES PURCHASED IN ADVANCE OF USE

Respondents
Months Purchased Before Use
Same month

Number

Percent

50

52.6

1

22

23.2

2

15

15.8

3

3

3.2

4

1

1.1

5

1

1.1

6 or more

3

3.2

(N=95)
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Number of Dealers Patronized.

Most of the farmers interviewed

bought all their pesticide from the same dealer.

Ninety-one farmers

(95.8%) bought all their studied pesticide from a single dealer.

Four

(4.2%) purchased their pesticide from two dealers.

Table V relates that not all farmers purchased their pesticide
from a dealer located in the town they had designated earlier as their
agricultural supply trading center.

More than one in five, 21.1 percent,

purchased pesticides from a dealer located in another town.
Distance.

Table VI discloses that the distances to agricultural

supply trading centers and pesticide dealers did not differ greatly.

The

largest group for both categories (30.5% agricultural supplies -,28.4%
pesticides) traveled 2 miles or less.

A larger percentage, 11.6, travel

over 12 miles for pesticides than the 8.4 percent traveling 12 miles or
, '

more for agricultural supplies.

REASONS FOR USING PESTICIDES
Farmers Who Used Pesticides.

The 95 farmers, who used pesticides

in 1971, were given a list of possible reasons for deciding to use
pesticides on their crops.

They were asked to indicate if each of the

reasons were a part of their total decision to buy and use pesticides
that year.

In asking this question, it was emphasized that what was

wanted was their reason, or reasons, for deciding to use pesticides, and

not their reason for picking a certain brand or dealer.

These reasons

were given to the farmer for his evaluation rather than just asking him
for reasons, on the assumption that he may have found it difficult to
express some of these reasons otherwise.
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Table V

PESTICIDE PURCHASED IN TOWN DESIGNATED
AS AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY TRADING CENTER

Respondents
Purchased at Agricultural
Supply Center

Number

Percent

Yes

75

78.9

No

20

21.1

(N=95)
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Table VI

·COMPARISON OF DISTANCES TO AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY
TRADING CENTER AND PESTICIDE DEALER

Distance
(Miles)
0 -

Agricultural Supplies
Number
Percent

Pesticides
Number
Percent

2

29

30.5

27

28.4

- 5

27

28.4

26

27.4

6 - 8

19

20.0

23

24.2

12

12.6

8

8.4

8

8.4

II

11.6

3

9

- 11

12 & over
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For 90.5 percent of the farmers, pesticides were used to increase yields.

Nearly an equal number, 88.4 percent, used pesticides

because they considered the use of pesticides as just good farming
business.

Over three-fourths of the farmers, 78.9 percent, used a

pesticide because they had good success with the product last year
(Table VII).
Reason-For-Use Score.

To further analyze the reasons why

farmers used a pesticide, the reasons given by the farmer (Table VII)
were grouped into one of three decision influences.

The three categories

and the individual reasons from Table VII placed in each category
were as follows:
FARMER CHOICE OR OWN INFLUENCE AS REASON-FOR-USE
Severe insect or weed problem last year
Adverse weather this spring
Expected increase in yield
Observed or discussed results with neighbors
Good success with product last year
Considered good farming business
EDUCATIONAL INFLUENCE AS REASON-FOR-USE
County Agent influence
Vocational Agricultural Instructor influence
University bulletins
Informational articles in newspapers, magazines
University or County Agent meetings attended
Informational radio or TV programs
DEALER INFLUENCE AS REASON-FOR-USE
Advertisements in magazines, newspapers, radio or TV
Commercial bulletins obtained from dealer
Ag Supply Dealer informational meeting
Dealer called on farmer
Farmer visited the dealer
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Table VII
RANK OF FARMERS' REASONS FOR USING PESTICIDES,
95 FARMERS, 1971

Reason l

Farmers Rating of Reasons
Yes
No
Total
(Percent)

1. Expected a possible increase in yield

90.5

9.5

100.0

2. Thought it was just good farming business

88.4

11.6

100.0

3. Had good success with the product last year

78.9

21.1

100.0

4. Severe
problem last year
7(~I-n-se-c-t~)~(~W~e-e~d~)--->

47.4

52.6

100.0

5. Information articles in newspapers,
magazines, or Quarterly

35.8

64.2

100.0

6. Visit to dealer at his store about
using pesticides

33.7

66.3

100.0

7. Ag Supply Dealer informational meeting or
field day attended

32.6

67.4

100.0

8. University Ag College Bulletins

25.3

74.7

100.0

9. Observed, discussed or otherwise witnessed
the results that neighbor obtained by
using
last year

20.0

80.0

100.0

10. University or County Agent meetings or
field days attended

16.8

83.2

100.0

11. Advertis-ements in magazines, newspapers,

16.8

83.2

100.0

12. Other reasons 2

14.7

85.3

100.0

13. County Agent influence by contact with him

10.5

89.5

100.0

9.5

90.5·

100.0

15. Adverse \"leather this spring

9.5

90.5

100.0

16. Information radio or TV programs (noncommercial) heard or viewed

7.4

92.6

100.0

radio, TV

14. Commercial bulletins obtained at your

dealer
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A value of 1 was given to. each yes answer.

All yes answers,

under each category were then added together for each farmer interviewed.
The sum total score, using the above three categories, provided Farmer's
Own Choice Reason-Far-Use Score, an Educational Reason-Far-Use Score and
a Dei'ler Reason-Far-Use Score for each respondent.

A factor of 1 was

added to the Dealer Reason-For-Use Score to correct for the differences
in number of reasons used under the Dealer Influence Reasons.

Thus, the

highest possible score under each category was 6.
The Reason-For-Use Scores were assigned as Low, Medium, or High

ranking on the following basis:

Rank

Total Reason-Far-Use Score

o- 1
2 - 3
4 - 6

Low
Medium
High

Table VIn presents an analysis of the Reason-Far-Use Scores
created by the above criteria.

This table relates that the farmer's own

decision had the greatest influence on his reason for using the pesticide
with 40.0 percent of the Farmer's Own Choice Reason-Far-Use Scores being
highest.

The dealer influences were second with 11.6 percent of the

Dealer Reason-Far-Use Scores being high.

The Education Reason-For-Use

Score was high for only 7.4 percent of the farmers.

Low Farmer Reason-

for-Use Scores involved only 1.1 percent of the farmers, low

1)0<11(:1'

Reason-for-Use Scores were obtained by 43.2 perc0nt and over U!rf~(~- [our'tk-:,
75.8 percent, received low Educat ional Reason-for-Use Score~;.
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Table VIn
DISTRIBUTION OF REASON-FOR-USE SCORES

Reason-For-Use Score

Score Rank

Farmer's Own Choice
Number
Percent

Dealer
Number
Percent

Educational
Number
Percent

High

38

40.0

11

11.6

7

7.4

Medium

56

58.9

43

45;3

16

16.8

1

1.1

'II

43.2

72

75.8

Low

X2 = 118.84

df = 4

P = .0011,;,;,

***Significant at the .001 level of probability
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This data did not lend support to null hypothesis 1 which states
there is no significant difference between Dealer Reason-For-Use Influences, Educational Reason-For-Use Influence, and Farmer's Own Choice
Reason-For-Use Influence and the farmer's decision to use pesticides.

There were marked differences between the three Reason-For-Use Influences,
with the farmer's own choice influence being more important.

Chi square was calculated on the distribution presented in
Table VIII.

The obtained value, 118.84, was statistically significant

at the .001 level.

Therefore, null hypothesis 1 was rejected.

Independent Variables and Reasons For Use.

Null hypothesis 2

stated there is no significant difference between the Reason-For-Use Scores
and the independent variable list.

The chi square test of independence

values between each of the three Reason-For-Use Scores and the independent
variable list are contained in Table IX.

This table discloses that only

two comparisons were significant at the .05 level.

The comparison of the

educational level of the farmer and the Educational Reason-For-Use Score
was significant at the .02 level.

The comparison of the total years

farmed and the Farmer's Own Choice Reason-For-Use Score was significant
at the .04 level.

A detailed breakdown of these two comparisons is in

Appendix C.
On the basis of the responses provided by the 95 farmers interviewed, the independent variables were not related to the Reason-l"oY'-IJ"c
Scores.

Therefore, null hypothesis 2 could -Dot be rej ected.

llowev(~Y',

the following subhypothesis of null hypothesis 2 would be rejected:
2A.

There is no significant difference between the educational Reason-For-Use Score and the educational level

of the farmer.
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Table IX
PROBABILITY LEVEL OF COMPARISON OF INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES AND THREE REASON-FOR-USE SCORES USING CHI SQUARE l

Independent Variable

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
Own Choice
Dealer
Educational 2
Reason~For-Use2 Reason-For-Use
Reason-For-Use 2

Age

.65

.50

.52

Education

.31

.35

.02;'

Years Farmed

.30

.34

.59

Years Farmed This Farm

.04;'

.84

.43

Acres Operated

.58

.65

.18

Ownership

.82

.85

.92

Number of Dealers
Purchased From

.77

.72

.16

Distance to Pesticide
Dealer

.60

.96

.45

Advance Purchase

;31

.88

.65

lThe probability figure given indicates,on what level the difference between the observed distribution and the expected distribution
can be thought as significant.
2The individual Reason-For-Use Scores were reduced to low and
high values with 0 thru 2 total scores identified as low and 3 thru 6
total scores identified as high values for computations in this table .
.'.

"Significant at the .05 level of probability
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2B.

There is no significant difference between the Farmer's
Own Choice Reason-For-Use'Score and the total years the
farmer had farmed on one farm.

REASONS FOR SELECTING DEALER

I
I

The farmers were asked why they chose their dealer from whom to
purchase the s,tudied pesticide.

I

An attempt was also made to determine if

there were any characteristics about the dealer or his business that might
have influenced the farmer in selecting his dealer and who in turn may
have influenced the farmer in his selection and purchase of a pesticide.

\
1

Reasons Given By The Farmers.

The 95 farmers, who used pesticides

I

in 1971, were given a list of common reasons for selecting their pesticide

1

dealer.

The farmer was asked to rate each reason as being not a factor,

slightly important, or very important in his decision to select his pest icide dealer.

These reasons were given to the farmer for his evaluation

rather than just asking him for reasons on the assumption that he may have
found it difficult to express some of his reasons if this were not done.
Table X shows that 57.9 percent of the farmers indicated that
honest and fair dealing in the past was very important in the selection of
their dealer.

1\

I
l

Having done business with the dealer was rated as very im-

port ant by 40.0 percent of the farmers.
honesty and fair dealing in the past.

This ",as similar to the r"ilc;on of
The third highest percen tdgc~,

of very important ratings was given to convenience of location of

?(). ~.),

·tl!(~

dealer to other shopping.
Other reasons rated by 20 percent or more of the farmers as very
important were price, dealer closest to farm, dealer interested in helping
farmer solve his pest problem, services offered by dealer, and range of
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products available at dealer's store.
The Influence of Price in Dealer Selection.

Null hypothesis 3

states there is no significant difference between the importance of price

paid for a pesticide and the farmer's selection of a pesticide dealer.
Table XI shows a chi square value of 35.4123 which is significant at the
.001 level.

Chi square was computed with the expected values equally

divided among the alter~atives.

Over sixty percent (62.1%) of the farmers

interviewed indicated price charged by the dealer for the pesticide was
not a factor in their selection of their pesticide dealer.

Therefore~

null hypothesis 3 was rejected.
To statistically analyze the responses given by the farmer, it
was recognized by the investigator that the differences between the response "important" and ·"very importantTf may not have been interpreted

the same by all farmers interviewed.

Because of this possibility of dif-

ferent interpretation, further Jnalysis of the degree of importance combined the two degrees of "important!' and "very importantil into a single

category of lIimportant."

Important was then compared to the rating "not

a factor.1f

Table XII presents the summary of the data relating to dealer
selection based on price by the independent variable list of age, education, years

fa~med,

years farmed on this farm, size of operation, qwner-:--

ship, number of dealers purchased from and number of dealers available,
distance to pesticide dealer, and advance purchase of pesticide.

The results presented in Table XII indicate that the price of the
pesticide was not
cide dealer.

an

important reason for farmers selecting their posti-

Chi square

1,iaS

used to test the signi ficance of ob:;crvAd
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Table X
RANK OF FARMERS'REASONS FOR CHOOSING
THEIR PESTICIDE DEALER
95 FARMERS, 1971

Reason

1. Honest and fair dealing of

Farmers Rating of Reasons
Very
Slightly
Not A
Important
Important
Factor
(Percent of Farmers)

Total

57.9

28.4

13.7

100.0

40.0

41.1

18.9

100.0

3. The apparent knowledge the
dealer had about the products
he sold.

24.2

30.5

45.3

100.0

4. Dealer interested in helping

20.0

30.5

49.5

100.0

13.7

36.8

49.5

100.0

29.5

20.0

50.5

100.0

7. The range of product selection
available at the dealer--lot of
brands to choose from.

15.8

32.6

51.6

100.0

8. Dealer was closest to farm.

22.1

20.0

S7.'l

100.0

9. Services offered by the dealer,
such as delivery, emergency

23.2

15.8

C1.0

100.0

10. Price (cheaper, bulk discount,
etc. )

20.0

17.9

62.1

100.0

11. Other

17.9

7.4

74.7

100.0

5.3

16.8

77.9

100.0

the dealer in the past.
2. Farmer had done business for

a long time with this dealer.

solve (weed) (insect) problem.
5. Helpfulness of the employees at

the dealer's store.
6. Convenience of location of

dealer to other shopping,
such as bank, feed dealer,
groceries.

calls, pesticide application
service.

12. Credit terms were attractive
as offered by the dealer.
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Table X (Continued)

Farmers Rating of Reasons
Reason

13. Was a good friend of the dealer.
Belonged to the same church,

Very
ImEortant

Slightly
Not A
Important
Factor
(Percent of Farmers)

Total

7.4

11.6

81.0

100.0

0.0

5.3

94.7

100.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

100.0

lodge, played cards together,
etc. (Friendship ties).
14. The dealer or his fieldman

stopped at farm home and
sold or attempted to sell
to farmer.
15. Dealer was a relative.

(N=95)
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Table XI
DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS BY FARMERS OF
THE IMPORTANCE OF PRICE OF PESTICIDE IN
THE SELECTION OF PESTICIDE DEALERS

Respondents
Rating

Number

Percent

Very Important

19

20.0

Slightly Important

17

17.9

Not A Factor

59

62.1

(N=95)

x2 = 35.4123

df

=2

p = .001,b'd,

;';';'Significant at the .001 percent level of probability

...•••.••~~"'_,•••" .,"',~••__k,"=b""" ,,,.'kc.>,,"ii,i;,,,,",,j;~;~",,,;d.,,;"';,"";;""';'·;;'""""'"'' .''''~' '~~""""";''';;'''''''''''d''''''''''''''''''

Table XII
DEALER SELECTION BASED ON PRICE
ACCORDING TO FARMER'S PERSONAL BUYING HABITS AND FARM CHARACTERISTICS

Variable

Degree

Importance of Price
Not .A Factor
Important
N
N
%
%

Age

20,,39
40-59
60-79

9
20
7

9.5
21.1
7.4

11
36
12

11.6
37.9
12.6

0.5511

0.76 NS

Less than HS Grad
HS Grad
Beyond HS Grad

12
18
6

12.6
18.9
7.4

31
23
5

32.6
24.2
5.3

3.7472

0.15 NS

10 years or less
11-30
31 or more

3
24
2

3.2
25.3
2.1

5
35
15

5.3
36.8
15.8

0.5883

0.75 NS

10 years or less
11-30
31 or more

8
26

8.4
27.4
2.1

10
34
15

10.5
35.8
15.8

6.0142

O. OS"

0-340 acres
341-660 acres
Over 661 acres

20

34

O.14 NS

4

35.8
22.1
4.2

3.9085

7

21.1
9.5
7. 4

Full Owner
Partial Owner
Full Tenant

11
16
9

11.6
16.8
9.5

19
24
16

20.0
25.3
16.8

0.1327

0.94 NS

Education

Years Farmed

Years Farmed
This Farm
Total Acres
Operated
Ownership

2

9

21

X2

Significance
Level

'"
f-'

,.m=~~0,~>0#.<_""~_~""~~~"""'~~"='h"

',,,,N

,;i%_,""",,~

,."_""",""",~,,.w~'~~="""

Table XII (Continued)

Variable

Degree

Number Dealers
Purchased From

1

Distance to
Pesticide Dealer

0-5. miles
6 or more

·Advance Purchase

Purchase 1
month or less

2

ImEortance of Price
Important
Not A Factor
N
N
%
%

X

2

Significance
Level

58.9
3.2

0.0001

0.98 NS

1.1

56
3
38
21

'+0.0
22.1

3.8108

o. a5 i'

21

15.8
22 ..1

21

22.1

51

53.7

8.155'+

o. aIM,

15

15.8

8

8.4

35
1

36.8

15

Purchase 2
months or more

(N=95)

i'Significant at the .05 level of probability
"d'Significant at the . 01 level of probability
NS Not significant at the 5 percent level of probability

m

tv
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response differences of each of the variables compared to the importance
of price in dealer selection.

Each of the chi squdre values revealed no

significance at the .05 level except the variables (1) years farmed on
this farm, (2) distance to dealer, and (3) advanced purchase.
For the years farmed on this farm variable, 62.1 percent indicated price was not a factor.

Over 1/3 of this group, 35.8 percent, had

farmed from 11 to 30 years on the same farm.

Lesser percentages were

found in the under 10 year and over 30 years groups under both the important and not a factor rating.

However, larger percentages were ob-

served for the not a factor ratings than the important ratings under both
longevity groups.

Chi square did support the observed differences at the

.05 level.
On the variable of distance, 62.1 percent said price was not a
factor when examining the distance between the farmers and their pesticide
dealers.

The not a factor group was larger, 53.7 percent, for farmers

j

within five miles or less of their dealer.

I

rated price as important compared to those who rated it as not a factor

An equal percentage, (22.1),

for farmers six miles or more from their dealers.

These differences were

significant at the .05 level when tested by chi square.
The percentage of farmers reporting price as not a factor was
even more pronounced when examining the advance purchase of pesticides by
farmers.

Of the 75.8 percent, who purchased their pesticide one month

or less before they used it, 53.7 percent said price was not a factor
while 22.1 percent indicated it was important.

Of the farmers, who pur-

chased their pesticide two months or longer before use, 15.8 percent de-

,

clared price as important in selecting their dealer compared to 8.4 perce·nt indicating it was not a ·factor.

This difference between advance
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purchase of pesticide and price influence in selecting the pesticide
dealer was significant at the .05 level.
Summary of Price As A Reason In Selecting Pesticide Dealers.

Null

hypothesis 3 stated there is no significant difference between the importance of price paid for a pesticide and the farmer's selection of a pesticide dealer.

On the basis of the responses provided by the 95 farmers,

who were interviewed in the summer of 1971 and used pesticides, price was
not a factor in dealer selection.
jected.

Therefore, null hypothesis 3 was re-

In addition, the following subhypotheses of null hypothesis 3

would be rejected also:
3A.

There is no significant difference between the importance of price paid for a pesticide in dealer
selection and the number of years a farmer has operated the same farm.

3B.

There is no significant difference between the importance of price paid fOr a pesticide in dealer
selection and the distance to the pesticide dealer.

3C.

1
,

There is no significant difference between the importance of price paid for a pesticide in dealer
selection and the advance purchase of the pesticide.

I

INFLUENCE EXERTED BY DEALERS ON FARMERS TO PURCHASE PESTICIDES

I

Null hypothesis 4, the most important in the study, stated thern
is no significant difference between the level of dealer influence on farmers and the farmer's decision to purchase pesticides.

The dependent vari-

able used to test this hypothesis was a rating the farmer placed on the
degree of influence he considered the dealer had on his decision to first
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select and purchase the studied pesticide.

The rate and degree of influ-

ence on a five point scale presented to the farmer was as follows:
Rate

Degree of Dealer Influence

0

He had no influence

1

He had very little influence

2

He had some influence

3

He had considerable influence

4

He had high influence and he
co"Cvinced me of the product
to buy

The distribution of the influence scores is given in Table XIII.
The largest group reported no influence and represented 37.9 percent of
,the farmers interviewed, who used a pesticide.

Chi square was computed

with the expected values equally divided among the alternatives.
The distribution of the degree of influence ratings was significant at the .01 level.

However, the frequency of the response was

skewed toward the no influence end of the scale.

Thus, null hypothesis

4 was rejected.
It was recognized by the investigator that there was a possibility

that the various degrees of dealer influence as outlined in Table XIII
may not have been interpreted the same by all farmers interviewed.

Be

cause of this possibility of different interpretations, further analysis of the degree of influence combines all degrees of influence (very
little, some, considerable, and high) into a category of influenced.
Hereafter, all comparisons were made on the basis of no influence versus

influenced.
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Table XIII
DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS BY FARMERS OF
DEGREE OF DEALER INFLUENCE

Respondents
Rating

Degree

Number

Percent

0

No Influence

36

37.9

1

Very Little Influence

16

16.8

2

Some Influence

26

27.lf

3

Considerable Influence

12

12.6

If

High Influence

5

5.3

(N=95)

x2

= 31.1578

df

= If

p = .01;<>":

,HSignificant at the .01 level of probability
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The effects of the various shopping activities and farmer characteristics on the influence exerted by the dealer as given by the farmer
were determined in order to reject or accept the remaining hypothesis.
Farmer's Age and Dealer Influence.

In this study younger farmers,

20 to 39 years, were influenced more by dealers than the older farmers in
the 60 to 79 year age.

Seventy percent of the younger group were influ-

enced compared to 30 percent, who reported no influence in this group.
The data in Table XIV indicates that 57.9 percent of the 60 to 79 age
group reported no influence compared to 42.1 percent, who were influenced.
Twice as many in the 40 to 59 age group were influenced, 66.1 percent,
as those reporting no influence (33.9%).
These results tend to support the hypothesis that there is a difference in dealer influence on the farmer based on .his age but the chi
square value was below the critical value established for this research.
Thus, the null hypothesis 5, which stated there is no significant difference between the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase

pesticides and the farmer's age was not rejected.
Size of Operation and Dealer Influence.

In the analysis of data

pertaining to the size of the total farming operation and dealer influence, three groups were defined.

In the 341 to 660 acre size farm, 76.7

percent of the farmers interviewed were influenced by the dealer in their
original selection and purchase of pesticides.

Table XV reveals that 63.6

percent of the farmers, who operated large farms of over 661 acres, were
also influenced in their pesticide selection and purchase.

Over half,

53.7 percent, 6f the farmers with 340 acres or smaller farms reported
being influenced.

Table XIV
DEALER INFLUENCE ON FARMERS' DECISIONS TO USE
AND PURCHASE PESTICIDES BY FARMERS 'AGE

Age Group (Years)
20 to 39

40 to 59

60 to 79

Influence

N

Not Influenced

6

30.0

19

33.9

11

57.9

14

70.0

37

66.1

8

42.1

"Influenced

Percent
of Group

N

Percent
of Group

N

Percent
of Group

(N=95)

x2 = 4.1332

df = 2

p

= 0.13 NS

NSNot significant at the 5 percent level of probability

'"00

Table XV
DEALER INFLUENCE ON FARMERS' DECISIONS TO USE
AND PURCHASE PESTICIDES BY SIZE OF OPERATION

o to
Influence

Size of Farm (Acres)
Percent
of Group

N

Not Influenced
"Influenced

34-1 to 660

34-0

N

Over 661
Percent
of Group

N

Percent
of Group

25

4-6.3

7

"23.2

4-

36.4-

29

53.7

23

76.6

7

63.6

(N=95)

x2

= 4-.3339

df

=2

p = 0.12

NS

NSNot significant at the 5 percent level of probability

m

'"
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A test of significance between dealer influence and size of farming operation resulted in a chi square of 4.3339, which was not significant at the five percent level.

Therefore, null hypothesis 6, which

states there is no significant difference between the dealer influence on
farmer's decision to purchase pesticides and the size of the farming operation was not rejected.
Educational Level of Farmer and Dealer Influence.

Null hypothe-

sis 7 stated there is no significant difference between the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides and the educational

level of the farmer.

Classification of the highest educational level

attained by the respondents into three categories showed that the high
school graduate group contained the highest percent of the total farmers,
who used a pesticide and were influenced by the dealer (29.5%).

Nearly

three-fourths of the farmers, who had received education beyond high
school graduation, were influenced in their pesticide selection and
purchase (Table XVI).
Again the chi square value of 2.5509 was not significant at the
.05 level and null hypothesis 7 was not rejected.

An expanded table of

farmers' education compared to dealer influence is in Appendix C.
Tenure and Dealer Influence.

Tenure, as it relates to land-

ownership, was included in this study and compared to dealer influence.
A part owner in this study included any situation where the respondent
owned and rented part of the land he operated.

A full owner owned all

land operated while the classification tenant included any arrangement
where the respondent rented all land operated.

As presented in Table

XVII, 65.0 percent of the part owners and 80.0 percent of the tenant

~':,'

Table XVI
DEALER INFLUENCE ON FARMERS' DECISIONS TO USE
AND PURCHASE PESTICIDES BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF FARMER

Less than HS Grad
N
Percent
of Group

Influence

Educational Level
High School Grad
N
Percent
of Group

Beyond HS Graduate
N
Percent
of Group

Not Influenced

20

46.5

13

31. 7

3

27.3

. Influenced

23

53.5

28

68.3

8

72.7

(N=95)

x2

= 2.5509

df = 2

p = 0.28 NS

NSNot significant at the 5 percent level of probability

-.J

f-'
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farmers were influenced by the dealer in their original pesticide selection and purchase.

Only 43.3 percent of the full owners indicated they

had been influenced in their pesticide buying.
A .05 level of significance was selected and the chi square value
of 8.0359 was obtained.

The probability of more tenants or part owners

being influenced than full owners was significant at the .02 level of
confidence.

Based on the data found in Table XVII the conclusion must be
drawn that there is a difference in the influence exerted by agricultural
supply dealers on a farmer's decision to select and purchase a pesticide
based upon his tenure or ownership of the land operated.

More of the

part owners and tenants reported being influenced than the full owners.
Null hypothesis 8, which stated there is no significant difference between the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase

pesticides and the tenure of the farm operator, was rejected.
Change From Original Choice of Pesticide.

The farmers were asked

if the dealer had influenced them to the point that they had changed from
their first or original choice of pesticide they had intended to buy.
The responses to that question are contained in Table XVIII.

Most of the

respondents, 88.4 percent, indicated the dealer did not change their original decision on pesticides.

However, 10.5 percent indicated the dealer

did cause them to change their decision.

Table XVII
DEALER INFLUENCE ON FARMERS' DECISIONS TO USE
AND PURCHASE PESTICIDES BY TENURE OF THE FARM OPERATOR

Tenure

Full Owners
Part Owners
N
Percent
N
Percent
of Group___________
of Group

Influence

Tenants
N

Percent
of Group

Not Influenced

17

56.7

14

35.0

5

20.0

Influenced

13

43.3

26

65.0

20

80.0

(N=95)

x2 = 8.0359

df

=2

p = .021,

1'Significant at the 5 percent level of probability

'"
0.l
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Table XVIII

DEALER INFLUENCE ON CHANGING FARMER'S
ORIGINAL INTENT REGARDING PESTICIDE

Respondents
Change

Number

Percent

Yes

10

10.5

No

84

88.4

1

1.1

Didn't Know

(N=95)

,

'~':'<!~'\1t

'

'':(
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Table XVIII

DEALER INFLUENCE ON CHANGING FARMER'S
ORIGINAL INTENT REGARDING PESTICIDE

Respondents
Change

Number

Percent

Yes

10

10.5

No

84

88.4

1

1.1

Didn't Know

(N=95)
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OTHER INFLUENCES ON FARMERS'
DECISION TO PURCHASE OR SELECT PESTICIDES

To determine other influences acting on farmers' decisions per-

taining to pesticide purchases and selection, those farmers (52), who
rated the dealer influence on their first selection and purchase of the
studied pesticide as no or little influence, were asked to identify who
(or what) had the greatest influence on their decision to buy or select
the studied pesticide.

Over two-fifths (44.2%) identified their neigh-

bor as the major influence either by visiting with him or seeing the
results his neighbor had using the studied pesticide.

The educational

influence of County Extension Agents and Extension educational meetings
were identified by 28.9 percent of the respondents.

The media of news-

paper, magazine, radio or television were named by 13.5 percent of the
group, while 7.7 percent indicated informational meetings sponsored by
pesticide dealers were the main influence on them in their pesticide
selection and purchase (Table XIX).
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
One hundred randomly selected corn, grain sorghum, or soybean
farmers living in the East Crop Reporting District of Nebraska were interviewed in this study.

Demographic data on each farmer and his farming

operation were obtained.
The average age of the farmers in this study was 49.3 years.
averaged 10.6 years of education and operated 400.7 acres of land.
were tenant farmers.

They
Most

They had farmed an average of 25.7 years and had

lived on the same farm or another farm within two miles for 21.8 years.
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Table XIX
GREATEST NON-DEALER INFLUENCE ON FARMERS IN
SELECTION AND PURCHASE OF PESTICIDES STUDIED

Respondents
Named Influence
Neighbors

Number

Percent

23

44.2

Extension Meetings

8

15.4

Medial

7

13.5

County Extension Agent

5

9.6

Dealer Informational Meeting

4

7.7

5

9.6

(N-52)

lIncludes newspaper, magazine, radio and television

2Includes nO other product available, experience with experimental products, experience with pesticides used singularly, etc,
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Ninety-five percent of the interviewees used a pesticide on at
least one of three studied crops.
most used pesticide on corn.

A preemergence insecticide was the

A pre emergence herbicide was the most used

pesticide on grain sorghum and soybeans.
All except one of the farmers had complete freedom in the selection and purchase of their pesticides and did not have to consult with
the land owner or farm manager.
Twenty-eight percent of the farmers indicated they had only one
dealer selling pesticides in their agricultural supply trading center.
Over 50 percent reported two to four pesticide dealers in their trading
center.

The farmers did not purchase their pesticides in advance.
Seventy-five percent of the farmers purchased their pesticide the same
month or within one month before they used it.
Most of the farmers purchased all their studied pesticide from
the same dealer.
one dealer.

Only 4.2 percent purchased pesticides from more than

Not all farmers purchased their pesticide in the town

they designated as their agricultural supply trading center.

Twenty-one

percent of the farmers purchased pesticides from a dealer located in
another town.
The farmers in this study lived an average of 5.9 miles from
their agricultural supply trading center and 6.2 miles from their major
pesticide dealer.
Most of the farmers (90.5%) used a pesticide because they expected an increase in yield.
Reason-For-Use.

This was the most important Own ChoicE:

Informational articles in the written media were the

most important Educational Reason-Far-Use with 35.8 percent reporting
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this reason.

The farmer visiting his dealer's store was the most im-

portant Dealer Reason-For-Use as reported by 33.7 percent of the farmers.
There were differences between Dealer, Educational, and Own Choice

Reason-For-Use Scores.

Forty percent of the Own Choice Reason-For-Use

scores were high while 11.6 percent of the Dealer and 7.4 percent of the
Educational Reason-For-Use Scores were high.
Only two independent variables by Reason-For-Use Score comparisons

were statistically significant.

The distribution of the educational level

of the farmer by the Educational Reason-Far-Use Score and the total years
farmed by the Farmer's Own Choice Reason-For-Use Score were significant

at the .05 level.
Farmers chose their. pesticide dealer because of honest and fair
dealing with the dealer in the past as reported by 86.3 percent of the
interviewees.

Over 80 percent chose their dealer because they had done

business with him for a long time.

Price was not an important reason

for farmers' selection of their pesticide dealer.
The influence dealers have on farmers' decisions to purchase
pesticide, as reported by the farmers, was low with 37.9 percent of the
farmers reporting no influence and 16.8 percent reporting very little
influence.

Only 5.3 percent reported high influence.

When dealer in-

fluence was compared to the independent variable list, only the tenure of
the farm operator was significant.

More of the part owners and tenants

were influenced than the full owners.
Farmers, who rated the dealer influence on their decision to
purchase and select pesticides as little or no influence, identified their

neighbor as the major influence either by visiting with him or scedng the
resul ts his neighbor had usi.ng the pesticide.

Over two-fifths ('+'+' 2%)
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of this group identified their neighbor as the major influence in their
first selection and purchase of the studied pesticide.

The educational

influence of County Extension Agents and Extension educational meetings
were identified by 28.9 percent as the major influence for selection and
purchase of the studied pesticide.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to analyze the influence agricultural pesticide dealers have on farmers in their decision to purchase

and use agricultural pesticides.
The research design used for this study was the descriptive
design.

The design included obtaining data by personal interview of

100 randomly selected farmers, who produced corn, grain sorghum, or
soybeans in 1971, and lived in the East Crop Reporting District of
Nebraska.
The investigator developed an interview schedule.

Ideas for

questions came from several sources including several studies conducted

by Purdue University on farmers' behavior and decisions in purchasing
supplies.

The 20 to 45 minute interviews "ere conducted by the investi-

gator.
Chi square statistical procedures were used to
ficance of the distributions obtained.

te~t

the signi-

The degree of significance

selected was the five percent level.
Based on the data presented in Chapter III, the following results
were indicated:
1.

Null hypothesis I states there is no significant difference

between Dealer Reason-For-Use Influence, Educational Reason-for-Use Influence, and Farmer's Own Choice Reason-For-Use Influence, and the farmer's decision to use pesticides.
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Analysis of the Reason-For-Use influences revealed a statistically significant difference between the threE; influences.

Forty per-

cent had high Farmer Own Choice Influence reasons, while 11.6 and 7.4
percent had high Dealer Influence and Educational Influence respectively.
Thus, null hypothesis 1 was rejected.
2.

Null hypothesis 2 states there is no significant difference

between the Reason-Far-Use Scores and the independent variable list.
Only two of the 27 chi square comparisons between the three Reason-ForUse scores and the independent variables were significant at the .05
level.

On the basis of the responses provided by the 95 farmers inter-

viewed, the independent variable group was not related to the Reason-ForUse Scores.

Null hypothesis 2 could not be rejected.

The following subhypotheses of null hypothesis 2 would be rejected:
2A.

There is no significant difference between the Educational Reason-Far-Use Score and the educationai level
of the farmer.

2B.

There is no significant difference between the Farmer's
Own Choice Reason-Far-Use Score and the total years the
farmer had farmed on one farm.

3.

Null hypothesis 3 states there is no signficant difference

between the importance of price paid for a pesticide and the farmer's
selection of a pesticide dealer.

Over 60 percent (62.1) of the farmers

interviewed reported that price was not a factor in their selection of
their dealer.

Twenty percent of the farmers said price was very impor-

tant and 17.9 percent said price was slightly important in dealer "election.

Thus null hypothesis 3· was rejected.
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Separate analyses of the various variables were used to test subhypothesis of null hypothesis 3.

The various variables appeared to be

independent of each other and one variable might have contributed more
to the effects of price in dealer selection than any other variable.

Each

of the chi square values revealed no significance at the established critical value except the variables of (3A) years farmed on this farm (3B)
distance to pesticide dealer and (3C) advance purchase of pesticides.
~.

Null hypothesis

~

states there is no significant difference

between the level of dealer influence on farmers and the farmer's decision

to use pesticides.

The dependent variable used to test this hypothesis

was a rating the farmer placed on the degree of influence he considered
the dealer had on his decision to first select and purchase the studied
pesticide.

The distribution of the responses on the five point scale sub-

mitted to chi square goodness of fit tests indicated that farmers were not
highly influenced by dealers; therefore, null hypothesis
5.

~

was rejected.

Null hypothesis 5 states there is no significant difference

between the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides

and the farmer's age.

The contingency-table analysis of the variable in-

fluence by age did not yield a significant chi square value; therefore,
null hypothesis 5 was not rejected.
6.

Null hypothesis 6 states there is no significant difference

between the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides

and the size of the farming operation.

The contingency-table analysis

of the variables influenced by size of operation did not yield a significant chi square value; therefore, null hypothesis 6 was not rejected.
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7.

Null hypothesis 7 states there is no significant difference

between the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides

and the educational level of the farmer.

The contingency-table analysis

of the variables influence by educational level of the farmer did not
yielG a significant chi square value; therefore, null hypothesis 7 was
not rejected.
8.

Null hypothesis 8 states there is no significant difference

between the dealer influence on farmer's decision to purchase pesticides
and the tenure of the farm operator.

The contingency-table analysis of

the variable influence by tenure of the farm operator revealed a significant chi square value.

More of the tenants (owned none of the land

they farmed) were influenced by the dealer in their original selection
and purchase of the studied pesticide (80.0%) while less (65.0%) of the
part owners and (43.3%) full owners were influenced.

Null hypothesis 8

was r",jected.
In summary, dealers had a low degree of influence on farmers'
selection and use of pesticides.

Proportionally, more part owners and

tenants were influenced than full owners.

Neighbors were the greatest

non-dealer influence on farmers who reported little or no dealer influence
in their pesticide selection and purchase.

farmers choose their

because of honest and fair dealing with the dealer in the past.

deal(~r

farmer!3

used pesticides because of their own choice influence reasons rather

than because of educational or dealer influence reasons.

Most of the

farmers used a pesticide because they expected an increase in yield.

The

price charged by the dealer for pesticide sold did not influence a majority
of farmers in the selection of their dealer.
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CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions based on this research include:
1.

Farmers in eastern Nebraska used pesticides in 1971 on corn,

grain sorghum, and soybeans because of their "own choice" reasons, while
dealers were second in influence for reasons to use, and educational in-

fluences were third.

The single most important reason for farmers using

pesticides in 1971 was "expected a possible increase in yield" with 90.5
percent of the pesticide users indicating this was a reason for use.

The most important dealer Reason-For-Use influence was that the farmer
"visited the dealer at his store about using pesticides" as reported by
over 33 percent (33.7) of the respondents.

The most important educational

Reason-For-Use influence was "information articles in newspapers, maga-

zines, or Quarterly" with 35.8 percent giving a yes to this reason.
2.

More tenant farmer operators were influenced by dealers in

their decision to purchase and select their pesticides than part or
full owner farmer operators.

More part owner operators are influenced

by dealers in their pesticide purchase and selection than full owner operators, but less than the tenant operators.
3.

The price charged by a dealer for a pesticide was not an

important factor in the selection of a pesticide dealer by farmers.
4.

Dealers have little or no influence on a farmer's decision

in his first selection and pur_chase of a pesticide.

,

1
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the knowledge gained and analysis of the data from this
study, the fallowing recommendations are made for future research
studies:
1.

Similar study with more farmers in counties scattered over

a larger area.

2.

A repeat of this study with a comparison of dealer influence

from cooperatives and privately-owned dealers.
3.

Similar study with other agricultural supplies.

4.

Studies to determine the consumers' expectations of the

dealer in pesticides and other agricultural supplies.
5.

Similar study considering the degree of influence of the

educational institution on farmers in their selection of agricultural
supplies.
6.

Similar study considering the degree of influence of neigh-

bors and friends on farmers in their selection of agricultural supplies.
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IMPLICATIONS
Implications for the Farmer
It appears that many farmers do not avail themselves of the
various purchasing opportunities available to them.
pesticides were purchased from was limited.

The number of dealers

Farmers did not purchase

their pesticides much before the time they used them.

It is possible

that the limited shopping activities of the farmer may not force the
dealers to be as aggressive and competitive as they might be.
Farmers might consider their purchasing actions if they are interested in reducing their production costs and buying their pesticides
at the best price.
Farmers might also consider their reasons for using pesticides.
Past experience was an important reason for using a pesticide.

Perhaps

farmers should make better use of educational influence to assure the
pesticides are best suited for the job required.
Implications for the Dealer
There was little evidence of the dealers going to the farmers to
interest them in purchasing pesticides.

Dealers may wish to take the in-

itiative more than they have to get farmers to make purchases.

A dealer's

position may be enhanced if he promoted advance sales and delivery with
appropriate price advantages to increase his sales and alleviate possible
storage and delivery problems at peak use times.
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Dealers cannot generalize about the farmers they serve.

Some

farmers buy pesticides early, some buy from more than one dealer.

With

the exception of the fact that tenant farmers were more influenced in
their pesticide purchases by dealers than part or full owners, very
few descriptive characteristics of the farmers were found to be related
to their pesticide purchasing activities.

It would be difficult to

classify farmers in such a way .that their shopping activities might be
predicted.

Implications for the Educator
For educators this study suggests that they may have to become
more aggressive in their pesticide educational programs.

They will need

to continue their work with pesticide dealers.
Farmers still depend on the written media for information.

The

newspaper and farm magazine are important information sources' in the de-

cision-making process of farmers.
The use of the innovator and the early adopter should not be
overlooked for demonstration purposes.

Farmers still rely on observing,

visiting and seeking the results that their neighbors obtained by using
various agricultural production supplies.

,-\
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Table VII (Continued)

Farmers Rating of Reasons
Reason

Yes

No

Total

17. Ag supply dealer salesman called or

6.3

93.7

100.0

0.0

100.0

100.0

visited about using the material
18. Voc Ag Teacher influence by contact

with him

IThe reasonS were printed on a card and handed to the farmer to read as
well as the investigator reading the reasons to the farmer.
2Included ease of handling material, work load demands, desire to rotate
pesticides, etc.
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APPENDIX A
LETTERS OF INTRODUCTION AND APPOINTMENT

92

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

EAST CAMPUS

LINCOLN. NB 68503

I am conducting a study on the influence agricultural supply dealers have
on the farmers' decision to purchase pesticides. Your name is one of 100 farmers
drawn at random from the east cropping district of our state to be interviewed
for this study.
In this study. I am trying to determine the amount of influence a dealer
exerts on you as you buy your pesticides. Pesticides include weed sprays and
material for insect control. I also am interested in some information about
you and your farming operation as to crops grown and approximate acreages. All
information that you give me will be held in strict confidence and will not be
released to anYone other than my co-workers involved with the study.
I am collecting this information by a personal visit to each of the 100
farmers. I am tentatively planning to visit you on~.-~~~__-,.-____~~~~
I know that you are busy with field
work at this time of year. I am hopeful that my interview with you will not
take more than 30 to ~5minutes of your time. If you will not be around the
farmstead at that time, please leave word at the house where I can reach you in
the field. It would be helpful if you could fill out the enclosed card and mail
it 2 or 3 days prior to my visit (it requires no postage).
I am requesting your cooperation as much as possible because of the wide arec
I am covering (16 counties) and the limited time I have to make the visits. I
appreciate any help you can give me. If for some reason you need to call me, my
resident phone is Seward 6~3-~709. I am there usually in the evening.
Yours truly,
I

C?--,I(~ ~

-

.;;{.

71

tu I ]

~/I--

Loyd L. Young {/
./
Extension Agriculturist
College of Agriculture
Lincoln, Nebraska
LLY:jrnp
EXTENSION SERVICE. UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATING
WITH THE U .. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. THE COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS
AND THE COUNTY EXTENSION SERVICES
•

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
U. S. Department of Agriculture and Nebraska Lano.Grant College 'Cooperating

TO:

FARMERS SELECTED FOR DEALER INFLUENCE STUDY
It would be helpful to me if you would check the appropriate boxes below
.
and mail this card by return mail. It requires no postage.
- Loyd L. Young

Dear Sir:
( ) The date you suggested is fine and I will plan on seeing you that day.
( ) The date is fine but I would appreciate if you could be here at
________..:0 'clock. (Fill in a suggested time.)
()

I am going to be gone on the date suggested. Please call me
evening to set another date. (Suggest an evening for me to -c-al~l~y-o-u-.~)~(Name and Address)
{Your phone number

t;-

exchange)

co
w

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
U. S. Department of Agriculture and Nebraska Land-Grant College tooperating

TO:

FARMERS SELECTED FOR DEALER INFLUENCE STUDY

Dear Sir:
This is a reminder of my approaching visit to you on the date and approximate
tim.e listed below for the intl!rview.· This interview is part of the study on the
influence Agricultural supply dealers have on farmers' decision to purchase pesticides, which I wrote to you about a week ago.
r am looking forward to meeting and visiting you. I will be visiting several
other farmers in your county the same day. r hope to stay on my schedule as nearly
as possible.
Yours' truly,

Loyd L. Young
Extension Agriculturist
College of Agriculture
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503

(DATE OF INTERVIEW

AND

TIME)

CD
-f=

APPENDIX B
THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

I Please do

Dealer Influence Study

not write
in these

I

I

------

Date of Interview

Name of Interviewer

--------

I_s_p_a_c_e_s_.

1.

Nameo______________________________________________________

2.

Address_______________County____________ 12 • _ _ __

3.

Telephoneo______________

11-.-I

3. _ _ __

In this study we are attempting to learn how much pesticide dealers influence farmers in their decision on the products they select. By
pesticides, I mean chemicals that will control weeds (herbicides);
insects (insecticides); and diseases (fungicides). You have been inCluded in our sample for this study and we would like to ask you a
few questions about you, your farming operations, and your use and
purchase of pesticides. First---4.

What is your age?

5.

How many years of formal schooling did you complete?
6

7

8

9

10

4. _ __
-------~-----------

11

12

13

(HS)

14

15

17

16

(BS)

(Voc)

15. _ _
18

19

6.

How many years have you been farming? ________________

7.

How many years have you farmed on this farm or on a farm within
2 miles of here?
years.

s.

Distance to nearest trading center for Ag supplies.

9.

Name of town identified in question 8.

I

20

(PhD)

(tIS)

I

!

16 • _ _ __

!I

17 • _ _ __

!

18 • _ __

miles

----'

9. _____
-----~-------------

10. How many acres do you own or operate:

10.

Operate
(a)

(b)

Owned
Rented
Total

11.

12.

How many

~cres

IOwn but do not
I
oJperate

I

(c)

I

xxxxxxxxxxxx

I

Corn

(b)

Grain Sorghum

(c)

Soybeans

lb.--c. _____

of the following crops do you have this year?
(Acres)
(a)

a. _ _ __

11.

la. _ __
Ib.-

Did you or do you intend to use any pesticides on these
crops this year and on how many acres?
Sorghum
Corn
Pre-emergence herbicide
Post emergence herbicide

r'

12.
a. ______

Soy!b eans
,b.
I

Ic.
I

d

Pre-emergence insecticide
Post emergence insecticide
Fungicide

I

Id.
,

1
Ie.

9E

IPlease do

For Purposes of later questions, interviewer will use the largest
figure reported, or if there are two with the same largest figure,
ask R which was most expensive of the D~O and use that practice.
Circle the figure of the practice used for fUrther questions. This
figure will be identified hereafter by *. If all parts of question
12 are zero, terminate the interview after question 13.
13. Do you plan to use pesticides next year (1972)?

Corn
Herbicide
Insecticide
Fungicide

Soybeans

Sorghum

I

not write
in these
spaces.

Code:
I-Yes
2-No
3-Haybe
4-Don't know
O-won't grow
crop

13.
a.'-____
b.~

c, _ _ __

14, _ __

14. Do you have freedom in purchasing supplies, such as pesticides,
or must you consult with someone before making the purchase?
(1)

)<,2)
!-lust consult with

I

(3)

\.J4)

Have Freedom
Landlord,_______
Farm Manager_________
Other______________

----

15. How many dealers selling pesticides are available to you in your
shopping area?

115.

------'-

I

16. ~ere have you purchased your
*(pesticide)?
I would like to know the names of the dealers where you purchased
this pesticide, the percent of the total pesticide you purchased
from each dealer, and the distance from your farm to the dealers
store? (Up to 4 dealers)
Name of Dealer

% of purchase

Distance

16.

a, _____________________________

a. ______

b, __________________________

b, _ __

c. __________________________________

c. _ _ __

d, ___________________________

d.

l

17.

17. I am interested in finding out the month you purchased the *pesticide
and the month you used the *pesticide:

Pre-emergence herbicide

Purchased

Post emergence herbicide

Used
Purchased

Used
Pre-emergence insecticide Purchased
Used
Post emergence insecticide Purchased
Used
Purchased
Fungicide

,

Sorghum

Corn

!
I

i

i_

I

Soybeans

,

I
l --Id,_-1;:---a,-,---.

b.

c,

;g._---

Ih, _ _

-=:.:::.o:used--J.t_----l-------J'i

d

___

~:-
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IPlease

18. I would like to find out some of the reasons why you decided to use

do
not write
in these
spaces.

=-=-""7"-----:----'-·'(pesticides) F12ase a"-S11er the following
question by answering yes or no.
(Interviewer will state the question:)
DID YOU USE
*(pesticide) TEIS YEAR BECAUSE:
(and read each of phrases below:)
a.

severe__-,,..-__:-,_-.-:-,,.,-__-Jproblem last year
(insect)
(weed)

Yes

18a. ___

No

I

h. Adverse weather this spring?

Yes

No 118b. _ _

c.

You expected a possible increase in yield?

Yes

No 118c.

d.

You observed, discussed or otherwise witnessed the
results that your neighbor obtained by using
__________________
year?

Yes

No 118d. _ _

Yes

No IlBe.

~last

n~wspapers,

I
I

e.

Advertisements in magazines,

f.

Commercial bulletins obtained at your dealer?

Yes

No ,18f.

g.

County Agent influence by contact with him?

Yes

No i1Bg.--

h.

Voc Ag Teacher influence by contact with him?

Yes

No 118h.~_

i.

Ag Su])p1y Dealer infornlational meeting or field
day attended?

~es

No 118i. _ __

j,

University Ag College Bulletins?

Yes

No 118 j •_ _

k.

Information articles in ne1'1spaper, magazines or
Quarterly?

Yes

No

University or County Agent meetings or field days
attended?

Yes

No 1181.

Ag supply dealer salesman called on you or visited
with you "J)out 1_'sing the material?

Yes

You visited the
pesticides?

}Io 18m.
~

Yes

No 118n.

Informatjon radio or TV programs (non-commercial)
you heard or viewed?

Yes

No ~180.

p.

You had good success with the product last year?

Yes

No f18p.

q.

You thought it was just good farming business?

Yes

No

r.

Other reasons (specify)

Yes

No 11 8r.

1.
m.
n.
o.

dea1e~

radio, TV

!

,

I

at his store about using

-LBk.

I

l8q.
!

'1

--

---

9E

19.

You have indicated that you bought the largest amount of
*pesticide (
%) from,________~~~~----.--------(Dealer )
I am interested in finding out why you made your purchase
from this dealer. Various farmers have given some of the
fol~owing reasons for,buying pesticides at their dealer.
Please tell me how important each of these reasons >lere
in yOUI' decision to purchase yOUI' pesticide from this
dealer over other dealers.
Not a
Factor

Slightly
Important

Please do
not >lrite
in these
spaces.

Very
Important

a. Price (cheaper, bulk discount, etc.)

19a.

b. Dealer >las closest to my farm.

19b.

c. Dealer interested in helping me
solve my (weed) (insect) problem.

19c.

d. Honest and fair dealing of the
dealer in the past.

19d.

e. Convenience of location of dealer
to other shopping, such as bank,
feed dealer, groceries.

1ge.

f. Services offered by the dealer, such
as delivery, emergency calls, pesticide application service.

19f.

g. I am a good friend of the dealer.
We belong to the same church, lodge,
play cards together, etc. (Friendship ties).

199. _ _

h. The apparent knowledge the dealer
has about-the products he sells.

19h.

i. The range of product selection
available at the dealer--Iot of
brands to choose from.

19i.

j. Helpfulness of the employees at
the dealers store

19j. _ _

k. The dealer or his fieldman stopped.
at my home and sold or attempted
to sell to me.

19k., _ _

1. Dealer is a relative.

191., _ _

m. I have done busjness for a long
time with this dealer.

19m. ____

n. Credit terms >lere attractive
as offered by the dealer.

19n. _ _

o. Other (Specify),__..:.-_ _ __

190.

Looking back at the time you purchased a~d first selected
from your dealer the "'pesticide you used, I Hcul·:'. :C.Le you
to rank the influence that you think ,the dealer had on your
decisi,::m to buy this "'pesticide. Pleas" use the follo~fing
scale (explain).

20.

Fe had

He had No
Influence

Very Little
Influence

He had some
Influence

o

1

2

21.

He had Ccnsiderable Influence

Please do
not write
in these
spaces.

He had High in-'
fluence and he
convinced me of
the product to
buy

3

Did the dealer change your decision of your first or

20. _ __

:2l.

original choice of (Pesticide)_____________________
that you had intended to buy?

Yes, _______________
No______________

Don't Know,_________
I

22.

(If the r:'!::::k was 0 or I on question 20 ask this question)

i22.

i

You hv.ve ranked the influence that the dealer had on you
as none or very little.

Then who did have the greatest

inf;l.uence on your decision to buy or select the. "'pesticide
you used., ___________________________________

Ask R to perr-it interviewer to check if all information needed
has been obtained and check the interview schedule.

Thank farmer for his time and cooperation.

rl

------

1

APPENDIX C
ADDITIONAL TABLES
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Table XX
CROSSTABULATION OF EDUCATIONAL REASON-FOR-USE SCORE
BY HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL ATTAINED

Educational Reason
For-Use-Score

Educational Level Attained
Not a HS
HS
Beyond HS
Graduate
Graduate
Graduate
N
%
N
%
N
%

Low

36

37.9

39

41.1

7

7.4

82

86.3

High

7

7.4

2

2.1

4

4.2

13

13.7

43

45.3

41

43.2

11

11.6

95

100.0

Total
X2

= 7.72708

df

=2

Significance - 0.0210'\

;'Significant at the 5 percent level of probability

t

Total
N

%

103

Table XXI
CROSS TABULATION OF OWN CHOICE REASON-FOR-USE SCORE
BY NUMBER YEARS FARMED THIS FARM

Own Choice ReasonFor-Use Score
Low
High
Total
X

2 = 6.68420

df = 2

Number Years Farmed This Farm
31 or more
11 to 30
N
N
%
N
%
%

10 or less

Total
N
%

7

7.4

8

8.4

2

2.1

17

17.9

11

11.6

52

54.7

15

15.8

78

82.1

18

18.9

60

63.2

17

17.9

95

100.0

Significance = 0.0354;'

*Significant at the 5 percent level of probability

104
Table XXII
CROSSTABULATION OF DEALER INFLUENCE ON FARMER'S DECISION
ACCORDING TO EDUCATION LEVEL OF FARMER

Degree of
Influence

8th Grade
or less

Highest Education Received
HS
Beyond
9 to 11
Grad
HS

College
Grad

Total

(Percent)
O-None

13.7

7.4

13.7

1.1

2.1

37.9

I-Very Little

1.1

2.1

9.S

4.2

0.0

16.8

2-Some

8.4

3.2

13.7

2.1

0.0

27.4

3-Considerable

6.3

1.1

3.2

2.1

0.0

12.6

4.JHigh

1.1

1.1

3.2

0.0

0.0

5.3

30.5

14.7

43.2

9.5

2.1

100.0

Total

(N=95)

